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THE YEARBOOK STAFF 
Proudly Presents 
DOUGLAS P. BEGEAL, Co-Editor 
LENORE ELIS, Co-Editor 
KAY FAZIO, Photography Editor 
BEVERLEY J. THORPE, Literary Ed itor 
GENEVIEVE ZAHRT, Art Ed itor 
ALLEN R. GILBERTI, Sports Editor 
SAMUEL FEATHER, Advertising Manager 
ERIC J. WERNER, Business Manager 
EARL E. CLARKE, Faculty Advisor 
The 1952 CA YUGAN 
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Foreword 
The twenty-six years that have elapsed since the publica-
tion of the first edition of this book have been crucial years 
in the history of our school, and the crises through which 
we have passed have greatly influenced our thoughts and 
practices. In this book we seek to tell clearly and im-
partially the story of human achievements in what is now 
our student body at Ithaca College, from freshm an up to the 
graduating class of nineteen-fifty-two. Out of the multitude 
of facts which may be considered within the domain of 
Ithaca College, those will be recounted which seem best 
suited to explai n the progress of the people as a closely knit 
student body. 
When tht Conservatory of Music was first organized m 
1892, Ithaca College had its beginning. The institution 
prospered under the direction of W . Grant Egbert and five 
years later the Willi ams School of Expression and D ramatic 
Arr was organized and affili ated with the Conservatory. In 
1910 a Publ ic School Music Department was added. The 
affili ation of the School of Physical Education was organ-
ized in 1920; the Marri n Institu te for Speech Correction in 
I 92 1. In 1922, the Conway Band School became affi li ated 
with the Conservatory but it later became known as 
the Band and Orchestra School. Other 
important developments are marked by 
the add ition of the W estminster Choi r 
in 1929. At this time the Board of Re-
gents of the University of N ew York 
designated the institutional name 
for these schools: The Ithaca 
Conservatory and Affiliated 
Schools. However, in 193 1, 
the Board of Regents gave 
this institution a new charter and changed the name to 
Ithaca College. In September 1944, a department of Physio-
therapy was orga ni zed and in 1945 , the School of Business. 
The future years of I thaca College wi ll bring a new 
campus, new buildings, new faces ro change the scene and 
the historical factors that develop ou r fine educational in-
stitution. H owever, in a work like this it is impossible to 
discuss new historical evidence. We have to content our-
selves with what is being done by patient and faithful 
ad ministrators. 
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President 
DR. LEONARD BLISS JOB 
President 's Address 
Ar college commencement rime hopes are high. The des ire ro 
achieve dominant. Preparation for a life of usefuln ess has reached the 
first major milesrone. Opportunity is waiting. The opportu ni ty awa it -
ing the members of the class of 1952 is g reater than any in my memory. 
The need is the greatest, the p roblems the most di ffi cu lr, the hazards the 
most numerous and the demand fo r intelligence, skill , fortitud e, judg-
ment and sacrifice is unprecedented. Those of you who rise ro the 
demands of the current scene will become benefac rors of all the 
generations ro come. 
Leonard B. Job 
ROBERT K. DEVRICKS 
Secretary of College 
DR . EARL E. CLARKE 
Dean of General Coll ege 
A . G ARMAN DINGWALL 
Director of Physio th erapy 
.·, 
DR . HOWARD DILLINGHAM 
Assistant to Presid e nt 
LAURENCE S. HILL 
Dean of School of Health 
and Physica l Education 
CHARLES K. McGURK 
Direc tor School of Business 
E. GRETCHEN TAYLOR 
Director of Counseling 
DR . JACKSON K. EHLERT 
Dean of Fine Arts 
JOSEPH N . MA YER, JR. 
Assistan t Treasurer 
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DR. AND MRS. ROLLO A. TALLCOTT 
Dedication 
We do not say "Farewell." 
We say no more for feelings can't be said. 
Our thanks and gratitude is all that we can tell. 
We'll think of you so very much ; 
And that is true. We'll long remember 
Your helpful ways, your unselfish service, 
Your generosiry, your wonderful deeds ... so much. 
You 've been so strong for us to lean upon 
When we were hopelessly confused. 
And when we felt alone and lost 
We found you to guide us on. 
The curtain drops softly on the play. 
And very often in this familiar scene 
When we hear words so strangely dear, 
We'll look behind and happily remember your very patient ways. 
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T R A D T 
) N A L L y 
OT many institutions can match 
ours for simple frankness. So few 
can conceive of our freedom in ex-
pression. H ow many can reflect our pro-
grams of honorary student activi ty? 
Ours is a campus of free speech and true 
pictures recorded permanently in our cwo 
major publications. No censorshi p or dis-
tortions cover the real in chem. 
Intelligent approaches co learning are re-
warded with active membership in our Junior 
and Senior societies founded on good aca-
demic records. Therein the good student 
ga ins the respect for work well done. 
Student government carnes 
a f ruitfull y b urnin g t o rc h . 
M ove m e nt s a nd trend s a re 
strong and acted upon immedi-
ately and successfully. Its goa ls 
a re clear a nd its ch a nn e ls 
plowed deeply. 
On chis shore of separatton from class-
rooms our class passes from a spe ll of en-
chanted drive co the realm of realism. Bue, 
our eyes are open co the merciless furies of 
society. Our college has prepared us for bo ld 
parciopacion. 
H abitua lly, our shore pases have been 
g roomed in the better settings of social com-
munication. Unhesitatingly, our casks have 
been accep ted and conquered with the ap-
prova l sometimes of people ra ther close to 
the angels. 
Traditionally, we have learned our duties. 
Contentedly, we have acknowl-
• 
edged ob ligation to our fellow-
men. Experience has been our 
tutor. D etermination to a lways 
do we ll is our credo. 
by 
More Clark 
.. -~ 
=:1;;f 
, ... , .. , 
----
• 
Panorama 
'1h,y hm "'"d us well, ,nd com; ou, 
to do so. They have seen us through the 
crucial periods of economic depression and 
post-war boom. They have wimessed our 
successes and failures. Through the addi -
ti on of the "Annex" they have expanded , 
just as the college has expanded. And 
they are proud m be the nucleus from 
which we grow. 
----

-----
,, 
l> .,,.. ... 
•--· .N 
@ f they could see this scene of the 
and plan for the future, they could 
sense of fulfillment-as we can. 
present, 
enjoy a 
' 
.. -
. , 
f .,"<e, 
'.... . )--:<.-. .. 
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S OON tD be mered is this monument of their 
faith and that of their friends. May this building 
and those that follow it reflect honorably on their 
predecessors. 
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DR. ROLLO A . T ALLCOTT 
Prof. of English 
ROBERTA BARNETT 
Professor of Speech 
JENNIE W. TALLCOTT 
Prof. of Education 
LILLIAN F. GATES 
Asst. Prof . of History 
MARGUERITE ROWLAND 
Assoc . Prof. of History 
' J 
MARION L. MILLER 
Asst. Prof . of English 
' ---
J ' 
ANNE K. BLODGETT 
Asst. Prof. of English 
, 
ERNEST W. TERWILLIGER 
Asst. Prof. of English 
FRED BREWER 
Assistant Prof . of Radio 
ROY T. RECTOR 
Asst. Prof . of Speech 
DENNIS SEITER 
Instructor in Stage Craft 
ROBERT S. KING 
Instructor in Music 
r--
1 ., 
LOIS BALCOM 
Assoc . Prof . of Psycholog) 
GEORGE R. HOERNER 
Asst. Prof . of Drama 
BETTY LEE WILSON 
Asst. Prof. of History 
KEITH DAVIDSON 
Asst. Prof. of Speech 
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DR. BERT R. LYON 
Prof. of Music 
FRANK BURTON PAGE, JR. 
Asst. Prof. of Music 
WALTER BEELER 
Prof. of Music 
CARL H. WICKSTROM 
Asst. Prof. of Music 
JOSEPH TAGUE 
Asst. Prof. of Music 
GEORGE K. DRISCOLL 
Asst. Prof. of Music 
HOWARD RARIG 
Instructor in Mu sic 
1 
THOMAS PULASKI , 
Asst. Prof. of Music 
MERTON S. ZAHRT 
Assoc. Prof . of Educ. 
HELENE WICKSTROM 
Instructor in Music 
C. A. ALLANSON 
lecturer for Retoiling 
CELIA W. SLOCUM 
Assoc . Prof . of Educ . 
DR. JOHN W. FITZGERALD 
Assoc. Prof. of Acc . 
EVERETT C. KNOBLOCH 
Asst. Prof . of Secretorial Science 
JAMES T. WINTER 
Asst. Prof . of Economics 
HENRY J . SHIREY 
Lecturer in Business Law 
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JAMES BUYOUCOS 
Instructor in Business 
BEATRICE JANN 
Instructor in Physiotherapy 
-
., 
-
JOSEPH L. HAMILTON 
Asst. Prof . of Phy . Ed. 
HELEN H. HOOD 
Asst. Prof. of Biology 
S. E. SANTOS 
Instructor in Business 
ISADORE YAVITS 
Prof. of Phy. Ed . 
CECIL D. WEST 
Prof . of Anatomy 
BYRON -M. PHILLIPS 
Assoc. Prof . of Phy . Ed . 
ELSIE HUGGER 
Prof. of Phy . . Ed . 
CURTIS W. VINUP 
Asst. Prof. of Phy. Ed . 
JAMES A. FREEMAN 
Prof . of Phy. Ed . 
H. E. BROADWELL 
Asst. Prof. of Phy. Ed . 
MARTHA KELSEY 
Asst. Prof. of Phy. Ed . 
RITA D. LoROCK 
Asst. Prof. of Phy. Ed. 
KARL K. KLEIN 
Asst. Prof. of Phy. Ed . 
ARNOLD W. WILHELM 
Assoc. Prof. of Phy. Ed . 
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Secretaries 
Seated, L to R- Miss M. Potter, Mrs. E. Lynch, 
Miss M. Hanson. 
Standing- Mrs. E. Hotchkiss, Mrs. C. Kerwin . 
Library Staff 
Seated- Mrs. S. Osborne, Librarian . 
Standing- Mrs. D. Smither, Miss M. Camp-
field , Asst. Librarians. 
Dr. George McCauley, Miss S. McDonald . 
/ . 
'--. I 
.. ...,_ 
1.:,,..- l 
I 
'i 
. t 
f 
, 
.. .... ~ 
·- -~·- ~--- .... ...-·. 
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C\ 
Seated, L to R- E. Rubin, H. Holsey, P. Kleine, Mrs. Pease, J. Couse, R. Horris. 
Stonding-D. Kostenko, N. Widin, G. Corichner, J. Schwartz, A. Babcock. 
CASCADILLA HOUSE 
Page 26 
Cascadilla House, one of the newest houses 
of the college, began in 1947 as a Freshman 
house, with Mrs. Nell Pease as chaperone. This 
year the house again is mainly composed of 
Freshmen with only three upperclassmen. Of 
the thine.en residents, ten are music and three 
are business students. Being musically inclined , 
the major activities are singing and playing the 
piano. 
OFFICERS 
Presidenf .................................... Phyllis Kleine 
Vice President.. ............................ Jeon Couse 
Secretory ...... .. .. .. .. .... ....... Hazel Holsey 
Chaperone .. .... .. ................... Mrs. Nell Pease 
Seated, L to R-B. Curtis, H. Figurski, J. Nevin, Mrs. Cronk, D. Hewitt, 0. Sterns. 
Standing- J . Devin, C. Chapman, M. Sommers, G . Haywood , N. Edgerto n. 
OFFICERS 
President ............................... Do lores Hewitt 
Vice President ...... Helen Figurski 
Secretary.. . ...... ..... ..... .. .Jean Nevin 
Treasurer . . .. Barbara Curtis 
CAYUGA HOUSE 
Cayuga House's big social event of the year 
was their gala Christmas Party - H ouse Open-
ing, complete with hot punch and lots of enter-
tainment. Little but mighty Cayuga H ouse has 
accomplished its purpose-to be a well known 
X on the campus map. Look for us in the big 
Junior W eekend doings-we' ll be there wi th 
bells on. 
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Seated, L to R- G . Grush, S. Engel, F. Fitch, Mrs. Lopez, J . Manwiller, H. Tibbitts, J . Kratky . 
Standing-A. Morter, A. Ritt, D. Kekis, J . Staub, J . Barone, N . Nienstedt. 
EGBERT HALL 
Egbert H all , under the guidance of Mrs. S. 
Lopez, boasts 2 1 active girls who have been 
staunch supporters of the W AA Basketbal I 
league. Egbert H all had a very successful open 
dance in October and during March a closed 
dance was held fo r the girls and their dates. The 
Egbert girls contributed a float to support the 
Jun ior W eekend festivities. 
OFFICERS 
Preside nt . . ....................... Marilyn Kapl in 
Vice President . . ... . .. ..... .. .. .Mary Dette 
Secre tary .......... Faith Fitch 
Treasurer ... ....... ... . . ..... Joanne Manwi ll e r 
Chape ron e ............ Mrs. S. Lope z 
Seated on Floor- R. Warren, C. Romine, J . Bullock, J. Blanford . 
Seated- J . Forde, A. Blaakman, B. Vaughn , Mrs. Lane, R. Waller, K. Skollins, M. Jones .. 
Standing - B. Johnson , J . Lippner, J . Bedol, E. Gardner, P. Zipes, F. Aron , D. Re ina . 
OFFICERS 
Pres ident ........... Bessie Vaughn 
Vice President .... ........ . .· .... .. Beckie Waller 
Secretary ........... .. ..... ...... ...... Ann Blaakman 
Treasure r........ .... ... . .. .... . Karen Skollins 
Chaperone .. . ..... Mrs. Lane 
GRIFFIS HALL 
Mem bers of Griffis H all started their social 
calendar with a H alloween Open H ouse which 
proved tO be a huge success. Another success 
was the closed Christmas Party fo r the girls and 
thei r dates. The members of Griff is are also very 
active in W AA. 
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Seated, L to R-J . Kelly, A. Salzberg, D. Merlin, M. Watson, S. Lawrence. 
Second Row-H. Mresse, L. Hye, B. Stoll, M. DeCiantis, Mrs. Albee, C. Rector, R. Poster, S. Spitzer . 
Third Row-C. Feldman, P. Ackerman, G. Baron, R. Corey, N. Scism, B. Stein. 
Fourth Row-M. Ginsberg, A. McClure, M. Burton , B. Wainright, A. Callecina . 
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HILLIARD HOUSE 
Capably guided by Mrs. Albee, the Hilliard 
gi rls created another successful year of happy 
memories. Their social activities began with a 
Columbus Day Open House, and continued with 
the annual Christmas dance called "The Mistle-
toe Hop." Following this, on February 14th, the 
gi rls gave a closed party for the boys of Delta 
Kappa. In March, they had their annual old 
clothes party, with a hayride and wienie roast 
following in April. Hilliard's activities closed 
with contributions to the Junior Weekend. 
President ... 
Vice President. 
Secretary ... 
Treasurer .. 
Chaperone. 
OFFICERS 
. .. . Margaret DeCiantis 
. ....... Betty Stoll 
...... ..... .. . .. Carol Rector 
. ......... . Helene Mresse 
. .... Mrs. Beatrice Albee 
Seated, L to R-D. Downer, M. Palia , J. Bernstein, Mrs. Sawyer, S. Swarthout, M. Nester, 
J . Fullagar. 
Second Row- L. Swenken, M. McMeekin, J. Vining, J . Leech, P. Kleinman, E. Elsworth . 
Th ird Row-M. Bizzarri, C. Silversmith , P. Marvin, B. Rose nblum. 
OFFICERS 
President. . .... Sh irley Swarthout 
Vice President .......................... Martha Pal ia 
Secretary . . .............. Joan Bernstein 
Treasurer .. ............. .... ........ Mary Jane Nester 
Chaperone ...... Mrs. Kather ine Sawye r 
NEWMAN HALL 
This has been a wonderful year for the gi rls 
at Newman H all. W e have had two parties this 
year-the first one was our annual Christmas 
Party at which time everyone exchanged gi fts, 
the second was a Pizza Parry for the g irls that 
were leaving. 
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Seated, L to R-B. Honer, T. Crane, Miss Smith , D. Herting, Z. Scott, J . Spero. 
Standing-J. Holmes, B. J . Warner, M. Peck, C. Craig, P. Myers. 
STEWART HOUSE 
Stewart House this year is extremely proud 
of some of the highlights of its busy social ca l-
endar. December 9 the girls sponsored a "Holi-
day Tea." This affair is an event we are all proud 
of and are seriously thinking of incorporating 
as a permanent event. On November 10 we had 
our annual dance and open house-which was 
a huge success. When a request for floats was 
sent out for "Touchdown W eekend" we were 
there wi th our float-"The Shot Heard 'Round 
rhe World. " 
President .. 
Vice President 
Secretary ... 
Treasurer 
Chaperone .. 
OFFICERS 
... Doris Herting 
........... Terry Crane 
....... Joyce Spero 
. ... . Zelma P. Scott 
... .. Miss Margaret C. Smith 
-President ..... 
Vice Pres ident 
Secretary . 
Treasurer .. 
Chaperone .. 
OFFICERS 
1; 
Seated on Floor- P. Decker, J. Cleason, P. McCutcheon, L. Gardoni, M. Schmidt. 
Seated on Couch- H. Scott, K. Kavanagh, Mrs. Highlander, M. Long, A. Reynolds, N. 
Dunshee. 
Standing- L. Greiner, L. Near, A. Thomas, M. Estey, J . Doon, D. Benbow, C. Calletto, 
M. Hewitt, V. Nesbitt. 
.Joyce Holmes 
WESTMINISTER HOUSE 
Westminister H all has been active in W AA 
Basketball and held a successful house opening 
in October. 
. ................ Miriam Long 
........ ....... Marlene Schmidt 
. ........ Kathleen Kavanagh 
. ............... Mrs . A. Hylander 
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Seated on Floor- J . Shaler, B. Spring , D. Bryden, S. May, J . Woodward . 
Seated on Couch- R. Ross, B. Gardner, B. Clement, Mrs. Brownell, S. Sher, D. Ch iocco, 
M. Newburn . 
Standing- N. Weinburg, J. Klein , M. Colberg, B. Count, L. Guthrie , J . Wilk ins. 
WILLIAMS HALL 
When the g irls of Williams came back to 
school this fa ll they found a completely re-
decorated house. To celebra te this a house open-
ing was held fo r students and faculty. In D e-
cember a Christmas Party was held fo r the girl s 
and their dates. T o end the year a spring picn ic 
is p lanned . 
Preside nt . 
Vice Pres ide nt 
Secretary .. 
Treasure r. 
Chape rone 
OFFICERS 
. ....... Simone Sher 
. . .... Beverley Clement 
. ... ..... Betty Ga rd ner 
. .............. Dolores Chiocco 
... .. Mrs. Browne ll 
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Seated, L to R-B. Waller, R. Omandson, M. Colberg. 
Second Row- A. Blakeman, T. Pernier, J. Bahn, N. Jeffrey, C. Conklin, M. Millspaugh, 
B. Komenda, J . Bullock. 
Third Row- B. Stoll, J . Gott, M. Segal , I. Rosander, M. Bagg, B. Cohen, H. Yohn , D. 
Benbow, P. Kleine . 
Fourth Row- J . Irwin, N. Tedeschi, J . Rauenzahn, J. Manwiller, Z. Scott, J . Hermc;;n, 
M . Long . 
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA 
Epsilon Chapter of S. A. I. was founded at 
Ithaca in 1909. Sigma Alpha Iota is the National 
Professional Music Fraternity for women. One 
of the main objectives of S. A. I. is co further 
the cause for American music-this is accom-
plished by annually presenting a Musicale of 
American Music. This year the musica le was 
held on April 28th. Other events of the year 
were the house opening with Phi Mu and an 
old clothes dance in October, in December The 
Holly Ho and Christmas Caroling with Phi 
Mu, in March S. A. I. took a cruise for its spring 
dance, and in May sponsored the annual student-
faculty picnic. During November Mrs. Gould, 
president of the province, paid the Ithaca chap-
ter a vis it. 
OFFICERS 
President . . .... . Carol Conklin 
Vice President .. Nancy Jeffery 
Recording Secretary ............... Helen Mineah 
Corresponding Secy ....... Marilyn Millspaugh 
Treasurer.... . ............ Joanne Bahn 
Chaplain .. . .... Therese Betnier 
Sergeant-at-Arms .. . ... Rebecca Waller 
Editor.... . ....... 1-i e len Yohn 
Chaperone .... Mrs. Nellie Hallock 
Seated,. L to R- F. Korchak, F. Nohle, Mrs. Dunlop, C. Gallo, L. Levine . 
Second Row- S. Ehlert, P. Tanner, N. Bush, B. Thorpe, D. Owens, M. Cooper, M. McMeekin. 
Third Row- K. Rask , R. Levine, R. Karp, E. Tr inkl, J . Vining, D. Cronk, M. Jones, B. Fontana . 
OFFICERS 
Pres ident .............. Christine Gallo 
Vice Preside nt ....... Florence Nohle 
Secretary ...................... Florence Korchak 
T rcasurer .... Lucile Levine 
Alumnae Secretaries ............. Rosalie Levine, 
Betty Jones 
Corresponding Secretaries ... .... Nancy Bush, 
Social Chairman . 
Chaplain 
House Chairman 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
Ruth Karp 
. ..... Patricia Tanner 
....... Beverley Thorpe 
..... Marilyn McMeekin 
.. Della Rocha Owens 
DEL TA PHI ZETA 
Delta Phi Zeta, Ithaca College's social soror-
ity, was organized in 1928 and has been an 
active organization on campus these many 
years. The members of D elta Phi are composed 
of g irls from all the departments of the schoo l, 
which is one of the auxiliary factors in the soror-
ity's goa l of working toward promoting fri end -
ship and sociability among the students of Ithaca 
College. D elta Phi Zeta provides hostesses fo r 
the Big Sister T ea, decorates dining ha ll fo r 
special occas ions , provides for refreshments at 
the sc_hool productions. School functions often 
find many of the g irls acting as ushers. The 
sorority holds annually an open house, Christ-
mas Party, pledge banquet and formal dance, 
and birthday party. 
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Seated, L ta R- J . Stowell, M. Weaver, F. Korchak, B. McCarthy. 
Standing-J . Anderson, M. Ebert, A. Bantuvanis, N . Bush, J . Blandford . 
PHI DELTA Pl 
Theta Chapter of the National Physical Edu-
cation fraternity for women which was fo unded 
at Ithaca College in 1922 celebrated its thirtieth 
birthday in January. The fraternity moved from 
Egbert H all to its present Phi D elt house at 
11 \ Osmun Place in 1947. Today it is a small 
compact group composed of Physical Education 
majors. The professional project this year was a 
Square D ance Night for the Ithaca College 
students. The annual "Spring Carnival" termi-
nated the chapter's activities for the year. 
OFFICERS 
President....... . ...... Margaret Weaver 
Vice President ..... Florence Korchok 
Corresponding Secretary ............ Joy Stowell 
Recording Secretary ...... Patricia Beilby 
Treasurer.. .. ......... Mary Geib 
Alumni Secretary.. . .. .... Joyce Blandford 
Editor and Historian ... Angel ine Bantuvanis 
Chapla in ..... Joyce Anderson 
Sergeant-at-Arms ....... Mildred Ebert 
Faculty Advisor......... .. .. Miss Elsie Hugger 
Special Member .Mrs. Rita La Rock 
SEATED, Left to Right: D. Teper, Mrs. Osbourne, M. Clark, S. Swarthout, D. 
Bryden. STANDING: S. Marchese, A. See, J. Tucker, G. Smith, R. Moss, R. Pedrone, 
N. DeMarco, B. DeRose. 
THETA ALPHA PHI 
OFFICERS 
President ...... .............................. .. Mort Clark 
Vice President .. .. .. ...................... ..... Allan See 
Secretary...... .. . .................... . Doris Bryden 
Treasurer ....... ............ .... ...... Ronald Pedrone 
Theta Alpha Phi is an honorary dramatic 
fraternity whose purposes are to encourage those 
students ambitious in the field of drama and 
whose members are selected on the basis of act-
ing ability, technical workmanship and academic 
standing. A one-act play writing contest is spon-
sored by TAP-the three btst plays receive 
awards and are produced under the auspices of 
TAP. Each new school year TAP sponsors an 
open party to welcome freshmen. TAP's big 
success of the year was the party they organized 
co celebrate the closing night of "Scampers." 
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KAPPA GAMMA PS I 
Seated, Front Row-L Mclain , J. Tripp, B. Musante, R. Galano, P. Sbrolla, F. Spolverino, 
W . Alexander, Jr . 
Standing , Second Row-P. Ingraham, R. Harrison, R. Zizzi, J . Perkins, S. Marchese, N. 
DeMarco, J . Sypula , A. Inferrera . 
Standing, Top Row- B. Spoor, E. Doyle, C. Smock, F. Battisti, D. Ashe, J . Richard son . 
Kappa Gamma Psi N ational Music Fraternity 
was. founded late in 1913. Iota chapter was 
installed at Ithaca College in 1928. Kappa 
Gamma Psi endeavors to stimulate latent talent, 
to inspire its members to high scholastic achieve-
ment, to promote closer relations between musi-
cians and music schools and to work for the 
development of music i~ America. Kappa Gam-
ma Psi 's traditional activities include: Fraternity 
Recital; Informal Seminars; Recital of Original 
Compositions; Pledge Sweetheart D ance; and 
Cinderella Ball. 
OFFICERS 
President.. . ..... Ralph Galano 
Vice President.. . ...... Ph ilip Sbrolla 
Secretary-Treasurer .... Paul Ingraham 
Pledge Master .. . .... Robert Harrison 
Corresponding Secretory ..... Robert Musante 
Sergeant-at-Arms.... . ..... . Frank Battisti 
Chaplain-Historian ....... Wode Alexander, Jr . 
Soc ial Chairman.. . ......... Glenn Stuart 
House Chairman ............. ........... Lyn Mclo in 
Faculty Advisor ...... Mr . George King Dr iscoll 
PHI EPSILON KAPPA 
• • 
Seated, L to R- M. Gould , G . Batitus , F. Ficchi, V. Vallach , J . Davis, K. Klien, J . Jones, 
G. O 'Sullivan, R. Renner . 
Second Row- A. Caliel , H. Oaks, G . Hall , D. LeRoy, R. Sausville, R. Rarrick , M. Rich . 
Third Row- H. Dunn , D. Grundtisch , D. Miller, A. Sims, J . Brent, W . Johnson . 
OFFICERS 
Pre sident. .. .. . ...... ......... James Dav is 
Vice Preside nt ....................... . Angelo Macci 
Treasurer ... ... .......... .... Victor Valach 
Secretary ............. .... ... . ..... ..... Dale Resue 
1951-1 95 2 has proven to be another busy 
year for Phi Epsilon Kappa Fratern ity. Among 
the activities carried on by this organization 
have been the presentation of Memorial T ro-
phies to the "Most Valuable Players of the Six 
Major Spores at Ithaca College"; the erection of 
the tradi tional Christmas Tree in the Seneca 
Gym; and the sponsoring of annual "Sports 
Circus." T he fratern ity added another event to 
its schedule th is year by purchasing the rights 
co the "Sweethearts Ball" from the now defunct 
Olympia Club. The Ball was held at the Ithaca 
Hotel and proved to be a huge success. The 
annual Ph i E. K. W eekend, held in May, termi-
nated the activities and brought to a close a 
very successful year for Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Fraterni ty. 
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Front Row, Seated, L to R-E. Burgin, R. Chantler, A. Gilberti, E. Blatchley, B. Meiczinger, 
J . Palmieri, R. Bennett. 
Second Row-R. Howe, J. Magacs, D. Young, E. Werner, W. Murphy, R. Benson. 
Third Row- J. Fennessy, J . Willsey, R. Pearsall, J. Griffin. 
KAPPA PSI ALPHA 
Kappa Psi Alpha was created to provide an 
organization in which the men of the Business 
Department of Ithaca College may develop fra-
ternal relations and to foster the interests of the 
college. We serve as an organ through which 
the college and business department may gain 
cooperation for the school projects and func-
tions, one of which was the very successful 
"Snow Flurries." Looking to the future Kappa 
Psi has established a building fund, with the aid 
of our alumni, with which to establish a house 
on the new campus. 
OFFICERS 
Council ________________________________ Edward Blatchly 
Pro-Council __________ ________ ____________ Allan Gilberti 
Secretary ____________________________ James McGeever 
Treasurer_ _______ ___________ __ __ _____________ Guy Costello 
Pledge Master __________ William Murphy 
Social Chairman ___________ _________ William Oakes 
Sergeant-at-Arms __________________ James Fennessy 
President .. 
Vice President .. 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Front Row- H. Gillette , D. Gerek, W . Hankinson, N. Moore, J . Corona, M. Albert, R. 
Edwards, D. Weeks. 
Second Row-G. King, F. Sanders, J . Bishop, J. Hanchrow, T. Kelly, T. Hickey, G . Donne-
son, P. Thomann, W . Carlin . 
Third Row- J. Howard , F. March, K. Long, J . Ciabotti, K. Sisson, R. Altman, K. Spenard, 
E. Perkins . 
OFFICERS 
. ................... Norman Moore 
............. . Martin Albert 
. .. Floyd Russell 
.. Jack Corona 
DEL TA KAPPA 
Delta Kappa-Epsilon Chapter was founded in 
19 31, receiving its charter in March. It is a 
member of the National fraternity of Delta 
Kappa. The most noteworthy project of this 
fraternity is the publication of the annual stu-
dent directory. It attempts to enter into campus 
life through participation and projects such as 
intramural basketball and softball. The aim of 
the fraternity is to promote good fellowship in 
our college and other colleges through sports 
and social activities. 
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First Row, L to R- T. Crane, M. McMeekin, S. Ehlert, J . Floyd, L. Bufano, R. Hermann, 
M. Jones, B. Gardner, S. Feather. _ 
Second Row- V. Rosselli, A. Manuele, W . Sly, F. Delio, G . Schabel, R. Condoluci, F. 
Dignan, A. Hilbig, S. Gaudio, A. Palermo, T. Voneida , J. Marapese, J . Harding . 
Third Row- H. Collopy, .I . Sauter, W. Pellillo, R. DeCovis, F. Francis, R. Deeley, N. 
Condoluci, W. Alexson, M. Schorr, H. Ratajczak, K. North. 
Pl THETA PHI 
Pi Theta Phi was officially founded at Ithaca 
College in 1946. Activities include : publication 
of "Fizzio Follies"-monthly departmental pa-
per; forum in conjunction with the Cerebral 
Palsy Association ; lectures by outstanding mem-
bers of the Phys iotherapy and Medica l profes-
sions ; social events sponsored by the fraternity 
fo r the entire department; and last, bur cer-
tainly not least, the fraternity is in charge of 
the Student Lounge. 
OFFICERS 
Preside nt . . ............................... Lee Bufano 
Vice President .... Jack Lloyd 
Treasurer . . ................ Richard Hermann 
Recording Secretary ................. Miles Gatens 
Corresponding Secy . ....... Edward C. Hooker 
Historian . . .... Al Hilbig 
Chaplain . . .. Peter Cline 
Sergeant-at-Arms ..... Vincent Rossel Ii 
I 
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Seated, L to R- D. Dick, M. Oberdick, V. Tutino, E. James, L. Mowers, R. Perry, D. Angier, 
R. Dennis, R. Pascucci, P. Eckhardt, C. Wilhelm . 
Second Row- S. Philips, F. Lentin i, D. Mincarelli, G. Rasmus, D. Diehl, C. Boyle, R. 
Fairclough, J . Viercorn, A. Boschi, R. Lowery, D. Moloy, R. Codner, D. Little, A. Uhl. 
Third Row- J . Boor, R. Cariot, J . Miller, G. Wagner, L. Vitali, R. Schreck, L. Wicks, W . 
Peirson, P. Sutton, V. Castelli , 0 . Beach. 
OFFICERS 
President ______________________________ Robert H. Perry 
Vice President _____ ____ _ David J. Reardon 
Supreme Councilman __ ______ __ Larry G . Mowers 
Secretary-Treasurer ___ __ __________ ___ Jack L. Eaton 
Historian ____ _ _____ _ Derwent B. Angier 
Warden _______ __ ______ _________ Maurice C. Oberdick 
Pledgemaster_____ _ ___________ Elmer B. James 
Assistant Pledgemaster ____ ____ ____ __ Ole E. Beach 
Social Chairman __ _ __ Vincent F. Tutino 
House Manager _____ __ _____ Richard E. Pascucci 
Alumni Secretary___ _ ______ Earle H. Klock 
Faculty Advisor __ __ __ __ _ Forrest S. Sanders 
PHI MU ALPHA 
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, a national honorary 
music fraternity, recently observed its fiftieth 
anniversary by playing host to the Eastern Prov-
ince Convention of Phi Mu Alpha. The purpose 
of this fraternity, consisting of 4 1 students and 
2 3 faculty members, is to advance the cause of 
music in America. The major activity this year 
besides the Convention was its annual "Evening 
of American Music" which was presented on 
February 19, 1952. 
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Pf?L,.,seNr s 
scA.MpeRs 
of 1952 
I . - . 
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A little dirt, so what? 
Ed. - beh ind the punch . 
Hey, that's not mine! 
One at a time . 
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I 
I 
I I) 
Something just doesn 't feel right, dear. All together, now, girls! 
I 
The Gang. 
Between massages. 
Just relax ing . 
Patient who didn 't pay. 
Page 5 1 
ITHACA COLLEGE CONCER. 
Director 
Mr. Walter Beeler 
Page 52 
BAND The concert band has been one of the leading college organizations for many years. Under the direction of Professor Walter Beeler, the band 
has made many public appearances throughout 
Northeastern United States, and has been re-
ceived with great acclaim. Its primary purpose 
is to train future teachers in the techniques of 
band playing and conducting. The band also 
serves as a laboratory group fur many of the pub-
lishing houses. It plays their unpublished manu-
scripts and gives its opinion as to the desirability 
of publishing the works. Membership in the 
band is on a competitive basis, and auditions 
are held at periodic intervals during the school 
year. 
This year's tour took the band to such places 
as Plattsburg, New York; Boston, Mass.; and 
Darien, Conn. At Boston the band -played for 
the convention of the American Association of 
Administrators. 
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BEHIND THE SCENES WITH THE 
ITHACA 
Page 5-4 
OLLEGE BAND 
\ 
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This is the Business Management class on their trip to IBM . 
. 
---------I 
This is one of Dr . Fitzgerald 's Accounting classes. 
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"But What's This" 
Page 5 7 
No, not Harry; Lloyd James. 
Just doesn 't sound right . 
• 
Is that clear? I know it sounds complicated ... 
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. therefore the soft palate is not independent. Sure, it's easy . 
You're not coming through, pal. Without this, she couldn 't say a word . 
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ITHACA COLLEGE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Director 
Mr. Ferdinand Pranzatelli 
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ITHACA COLLEGE ORCHESTRA 
It is made up of 50 members, directed by 
Mr. Ferdinand Pranzatelli, string instructor 
here. Tpe orchestra was invited to play at the 
Board of Regents Convention at Albany last 
semester. The program consisted of Handel, 
Prokofieff and a solo by concertmaster Richard 
Dennis, Bruch Concerto in G minor with or-
chestra. The orchestra did a concert on January 
20, performed The Brahms Academic Festival 
Overture. Mr. King, an instructor in violin, 
played Mozart Concerto in D with orchestra, 
Charles Ives' Unanswered Question, with Mr. 
Robert Boudreau as trumpet soloist. The orches-
tra is preparing for a concerto recital in May 
at which time selected soloists will perform with 
the orchestra. There are also two matinee con-
certs scheduled in May for the Ithaca schools. 
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Dorothy Kirsten singing, Gustave Haenschen conducting The 
Ithaca College Orchestra at the Mid-Century Convocation . 
Walter Beeler conducting the Ithaca College Orchestra . 
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-
) 
Dr. Lyons giving voice lesson. 
GOLDEN VOICES HEARD ECHOING ..... 
--... :,... :,! - .,._~ 
- ~ -
I 
T 
J 
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Its third year of broadcasting found Ithaca 
College's own radio station, WIT], more popu-
lar than ever among listeners on the campus 
and in the community. During the school year 
WITJ emphasized more and more college talent 
shows, and broadcast an almost endless array of 
shows from every department of the school. 
There weren't many students or faculty mem-
bers who weren't "on the air" sometime during 
the year; and the station maintained its policy 
of broadcasting all home college music and 
athletic events-performing a truly public serv-
ice for Ithaca's residents. 
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"UNCLE VANYA" 
By Anton Chekov 
The Drama Season of 1952 opened with 
"Uncle Vanya" written by Anton Chekov, 
October 17, 18, 19, 20, directed by Eugene 
R. Wood. The action of the play was set on 
Serebryakov's Estate, a small town in Russi a. 
The story deals with the social problems of 
this fami ly, who are very human people with 
very human problems. The characters portray 
people with clashing personalities, desires and 
frustrations . Chekov is very difficult to pre-
sent in the American theatre because the two 
countries have very little comprehension of 
each ocher's social problems. The college pro-
duction, however, was well received by its 
audiences. 
"THE IMAGINARY INVALID" 
BY MOLIERE 
"The Imaginary Invalid" written by Mo-
liere was presented by the Drama department 
on February 6, 7, 8, and 9, and is an ex-
tremely hilarious play. 
The story of "The Imaginary Invalid" deals 
with a psychopathic old man who is also a 
hypochondriac. The part of Argan was played 
by Jan Peters. Toinette, the flippant, sarcastic, 
scheming, but well-meaning maid was played 
by Dorice Teper. 
The elaborate setting, costumes, music, and 
the rather bizarre ending were factors which 
all contributed to the enjoyment of the show. 
The entire action of the play took place in 
the bedroom of Argan's house in Paris, 1673, 
over a period of three days. 
"The Imaginary Invalid" is a light comedy 
production in contrast with various other 
productions given this year. The play di-
rected by Charles H . Randall was well re-
ceived by its audiences. 
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"THE DEVIL AND 
DANIEL WEBSTER': 
BY STEPHEN VINCENT BENET 
"The Devil and Daniel Webster" was pre-
sented by the Fine Arts department on De-
cember 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, along with "The 
Telephone." 
Jabez Scone, portrayed by William Cop-
pola, in a moment of despair, sells his soul 
co the Devil in exchange for wealth. When 
his time approached co relinquish his soul , 
Daniel Webster, played by John Carpenter, 
offered co plead his case with the Devil , 
played by Edmund Doyle, for Jabez Scone's 
life. 
Both "The Devil and Daniel Webster" and 
"The Telephone" were produced through the 
combined effons of Joseph Tague and 
Charles H. Randall. 
"AN ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE" 
BY HENRIK IBSEN 
"An Enemy of the People" by Henrik 
Ibsen, adaptation by Arthur Miller, was pre-
sented on February 27, 28, 29, March 1, 
1952, and directed by Eugene R. Wood. The 
scory deals with a scientist who discovers an 
evil and believes that he has done a service 
co humanity, only co find that his townsmen 
turn against him because of their own selfish 
interests. Dr. Scockmann was portrayed by 
John Kontrabecki , and Ted Schreppel, the 
Mayor. Generous applause indicated the aud i-
ence's appreciation of the production. 
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AROUND THE THEATRE 
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STUDENT COUNCIL 
B Sliker . 
B 1norpe, .. ger f . 
£ Werner' . W Meic-i1n ' 
M- Clark , · j peters , · 
. C Gallo, Landon, · 
. 0 \-lew1H, · E.aton , Or . to R- 0- o,cl<., W Carlin, J. 
seated , l A Scnrieber ' . 
Standing- ~egeal. 
Qignon, o . 
The Student Council constitutes an executive 
and , where necessary, a legislative and judicial 
head of the students of Ithaca College. It en-
deavors to fos ter a close and harmonious com-
munity of interests among students, faculty, 
and administration. The Student Council works 
actively co maintain a h igh social and moral 
standard and to uphold the social regulations 
and customs and traditions at the College at all 
times. The Student Council aces as a clearing 
house fo r any problems affecting the student 
OFFICERS body. 
President .. . ...... . Mori Clark 
Vice President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
........ . Eric Werner 
.. Christine Gallo 
INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL 
Seoted 
M ,, ' L to R 
· 'YIOor - C C 
e, L. 8 L • 0 nkf" Urono. in, 
OFFICERS 
P~sident .. 
Vice Pres ident .. 
Secretary-Trea surer . 
.. Bill Miecz inger 
. ... Bob Perry 
.. Christine Gallo 
The presidents of all soror1t1es and fraterni-
ties at Ithaca College make up the membership 
of the Inter-Fraternity Council. The Council 
promotes a feeling of friendship and mutual 
understanding among the fraternal organiza-
tions of the College and in cooperation with 
the College administration controls and regu-
lates those matters in fraternity life which are 
of common interest to the members, organiza-
tions, and to the College. To achieve unity and 
good fellowship among these organizatio,ns is 
the ultimate goal of the Inter-Fraternity Council. 
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w. C. C. 
OFFICERS 
Chairman..... .. . .. Beverley Thorpe 
Vice Chairman.. .. . ... Naomi Zinman 
Secretary-Treasurer .... ..... ....... Dorothy Cronk 
Student Advisor ......... ...... Inga-Lill Rosander 
Faculty Advisor. ........ ..... Dean Taylor 
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The Women's Civic Committee is composed of a 
representative from each class in each department and 
is set up in order to assist the women of Ithaca Col-
lege. Their year- 'round activities include: sponsorship 
of "Big Sisters" and the "Big Sister Tea" at Dr. and 
Mrs. Job's home. "Frosh Frolics," mass meetings for 
women, assisting the Dean in regulating college activ-
ities, and revision and compiling of the college hand-
book, "The Blue And Gold." 
w. A. A. 
Women's Athletic Association was estab-
lished in Ithaca College to promote athletics 
between girls of all departments. They sponsor 
Vic dances, and a novelty dance each year. One 
of their main jobs is participation in Playdays in 
colleges throughout the State. 
Seated L 
D r ' to R 
· Yo B - P I( S , M . Or h econd . cCarth c ak, p . 
Sko/f;ns Row- s . E,;' R. Karp. . Sh,ner, J. Bl 
OFFICERS 
PresidenL .............................. Patricia Beilby 
Vice President.... . .. ...... .. June Vining 
Secretary ............. ..Joyce Rexford 
Treasurer............. . .. Helen Figurski 
Basketball Managers ..... ... ... Dolores Chicca, 
Esther Haskins · 
Fall and Spring Sports ..... Mary Jane Smith , 
Joyce Blanchard 
Third R , J. Barone ge/, N . Ed andford, 
p L· ow_ ,4 R , G. Ha 9erton B 
. inco/n C . eynofd YWard p L, . Gard 
, . Gallo. s, M. Ebe~t ·Marnbert. ner, 
D. Chiocco, J. 
v· 1ning, H . • 
' · Sorn 
rners, A. 
B. Curtis, B. 
Bantu-.,an · 
IS, J. 
. Figursk · 
Johnson J ,, 
, . Forde, /( 
Stowe/{, E. . 
Gardner, 
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~ .-~ 
Make-up Staff . 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF. . 
MANAGING EDITOR .. 
SUSINES5 MANAGER .. 
NEWS ... . 
FEATURE .. 
SPORTS . 
COPY .. .... . 
TELEPHONE ITHACA 2175 
DEPARTMENT EDITORS 
Sports Staff . 
. ....... Mortimer L. Clark, Jr. 
. .. James Parker 
.. Joseph Palmieri 
. ...... . Joyce Fullager 
. ...... John Tucker 
. ... Allen Gilberti 
. ......... . Joan N. Staub 
BUSINESS ...... Lew Dale 
DRAMA.. . ......... Shirley Swarthout 
MUSIC .. ... ..... .. .. .... . ..... .. .. ... .. . . ....... Therese Bernier 
PHYSIOTHERAPY.. . . ........ ..... Sally Ehlert 
PHOTOGRAPHERS.. . . ..... Roy Hardiman , Art Roventine 
CIRCULATION.. . ........ ... Allan See 
EXCHANGE.... ........ ........ ..Chris Gallo, Sally Breit 
TYPISTS ... Marilyn Kaplan, Paul Miller, Florence Nohle 
FACULTY ADVISOR. . . ..... ... .............. ............... Mr. William Terwilliger 
REPORTERS-Delores Chiocco, Nick DeMarco, Marvin Fialkoff, James Ludwig , Lois Near, George 
O 'Sullivan, John Polansky, Sherry Press, Ralph Rarrick, Pat Shiner, George Sulkes, Dorice 
Teper, Annette Thomas, Phyllis Zipes. 
MAKE-UP .. ...... June Bullock, Walt Carlin, Nick DeMarco, Jean Gott, Joel Levy 
ADVERTISING ...... Mona Bizzari, Harold Jones, Joan Leech , Sonya Morris, Joel Wray 
CIRCULATION.. . ........ James Parisi, Sally Bre it 
Advertising and Exchange Staffs . News Staff. 
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ORACLE 
' ~ horge, h /:,,. . c,C. Moore, 
M- Millsp~u\• Mortin, N . 
u Mineah , ) Oo"1s, · 
\.. to R- <' • R perr)' , · 
seated , I( Roberts, · 
Standing- · 
OFFICERS 
President ...... .. .. ............... .... . Norman Moore 
Vice President.. .. ................ ........ Ann Sc.horge 
Secretary ...................... Marilyn Millspaugh 
Treasurer......... .. .... ..... Helen M ineah 
General Cha irman of 
Scampers ......................... ... Robert Martin 
Faculty Advisor .................... .. Mrs. J. Tallcott 
Oracle, the Senior honor society, admits stu-
dents who have a seventy-five or above accumu-
lative index plus a high character reference and 
a record of good citizenship. Oracle sponsors 
annually the all school musical revue, "Scam-
pers," proceeds of which go to the student loan 
fund . More than 100 students participated in 
this year 's production "Hit the Road." Culmi-
nating the season, Oracle held a banquet for 
over a hundred people in honor of the initiation 
of the new members. 
ADELPHI 
The main purpose of Adelphi, the freshman 
honorary society, is to maintain and promote 
high scholastic standards here at Ithaca College. 
Each year those freshmen who have attained a 
65 index or better and who have demonstrated 
favorable character are initiated into the society. 
This formal initiation is followed by a banquet 
for both old and new members. 
OFFICERS 
President .... ........... .... .. ..... .... .... Frank Battisti 
Vice President............. ..Shirley Swarthout 
Secretary ............... Virginia Wilson 
Treasurer ....... .. ...... . ............... Robert Rice 
~o~dL - -A , to R 
· Bio k - M B S o mo . ogg J 
econd R n. , . Gott 
Bosch; J ow- J. Pot , S. Ehlert F 
Third R . Sofvoto E Orner;, R ~ , . Battisti W 
ow- J. Parke. Worner.· Orner, W. C . , . Meis~inger J 
r, G. W orf,n, F ' • lrw;n 
ogner, R S h . Lentin; H , E. Kornend 
. c reek G , . Booth o, 
' · Kitrn ' D. Mi 
er, J. Wiltse ncoreft;, A 
y, J. Clarke · 
' R. Cod 
ner. 
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CHOIR 
• • 
Seated, L to R- D. Downer, J. Gott, J . Devin, I. Rosander, D. Benbow, Mr . Bube, A. Geneis, 
Z. Scott, N. Tedeschi, J . Manwiller, 0 . Stearns. 
Second Row- M. Burton , M. Bagg, H. Yohn, C. Calletto, A. Babcock, R. Omunoson, C. 
Conkling , R. Waller, M. Millspaugh, J. Rauenzahn, W . Jeffrey, C. Tayntor. 
Third Row- G . Luther, E. Klock, E. Doyle, 0 . Beach, D. Dick, V. Tutino, J . Tripp, E. Elm er, . 
R. Codner, R. Musante, J. Yeircorn, R. Duncan, R. Schreck, F. Battisti , R. Perry, M. Oberdick . 
The Ithaca College Choir is the o ldes t choral organization in the college, 
dating back to the early l 930's. Membership is on a competitive basis, and is 
open to anyone in the College. 
The purposes of the organization are to develop in future teachers a high 
leve l of professional standard, to familiarize the singers with the best in choral 
literature, to encourage more and better writing for mixed voices, to acquaint 
audiences wi th the potentialities of a mixed group of singers as a concert organi-
zat ion. Ir is hoped that each member will be infused wi th the fine spirit that 
makes the choir's singing an inspiration to hear and see. 
This group has received laudatory comments from James Fassett, the late 
Peter Dykema, and other leaders in the music field. 
-
MALE CHORUS 
Ill 
Seated, L to R-D. Dick, B. Steverson, G. Luther, F. Lentini, B. Carmen, Mr . Bube, R. 
Duncan, V. Young, R. Parr, H. Booth, S. Philips. 
Second Row- F. Damiano, M. Oberdick, W. Nickerson, R. Pascucci, J. Tripp, G. Wagner, 
R. ·codner, H. Fletcher, B. Spoor, R. Fairclough, P. Steiner, C. Diehl, D. Burt. 
Third Row-E. Francisco, E. Klock, J. Downey, J. Fake, R. Parsels, C. Smock, R. Schreck, 
R. Williams, F. Battisti, C. Esty, F. Delruso, R. Owens, 0. Beach, T. Arnold, W . Alexander . 
This is the newest choral organization in the College. It was organized in 
1946 just after the G.I.'s began to enter school. The men wanted an organization 
of their own, and the group grew out of the demand. It has steadily grown in 
membership, interest and musicianship until today there are 44 members. 
The purposes are to develop in these future music teachers an affinity and 
rspect for the great old music, to familiarize them with the best in choral litera-
ture for men's voices, to acquaint the audiences with the potentialities of a men's 
glee club as a musical organization, rather than an oversized barbershop quartet 
to provide practical demonstration period of choral techniques. 
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Seated, L to R- J. Gott, R. Karp, R. Benson, D. Chiocco, B. Sliker, B. Gardener, J . Clarke, 
J . Irwin . 
Standing- M. Bagg, H. Monroe, J . Silverman, F. Battisti, H. Dunn, R. Altman, D. Pearsall , 
H. Oaks, J . Blandford. 
OFFICERS 
Preside nt ......... . Burt Sliker 
Vice Presid e nt ...... ...... ..... ..... ........ .. Ruth Ross 
Secretary..... . ...... Ruth .Karp 
Correspond ing Secre tary ... Dolores Ch iocco 
Treasurer.... . .......... Joe Brown 
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I. D. E. 0. 
Inter-Departmental Educational Organizatio11 
was organized to encourage inter-departmental 
friendship and understanding by bringing to-
gether students from all areas of specialization 
for participation in programs and activities of 
mutual appeal. I. D . E. 0. sponsors annually a 
Varideo Show and a Frosh D ance at the begin-
ning of the year. They also helped make the 
Fall Fling a success and have put on a uniform 
drive for the Marching Band as well as bringing 
more students together for work and fun. 
• • 
Seated, L to R-S. May, N. DeMarco, W . Alexander, P. Cl ine, Rev. J . Baker, T. Bernier, 
D. Tyo, J . Blandford, J. Palameri . 
Second Row- W . Carlin, A. Boschi, S. Marchese, R. Renner, G . Sullivan, R. Pascucci, M. 
Summers, M. Ebert, C. Gallo, A. Blackman, S. Korchak, J . Devin , J . Szypula . 
Third Row- R. Benson, A. Gilberti, D. Grundtisch, R. Schreck, R. Cole, F. Battisti , R. Young, 
T. Arnold . 
NEWMAN CLUB 
Newman Club of Ithaca College has been 
growing steadily since its origin in 1943. The 
purpose of the club is threefold: religious, social, 
and intellectual. Membership is open to all 
Catholic students in the College. Some of the 
activities of this organization include monthly 
Communion breakfasts, picnics, dances, lectures, 
panel discussions, and buffet suppers. Meetings 
every two weeks keep the club functioning and 
working toward keeping its members morally 
alert and socially fit. 
OFFICERS 
President .... .. ............... ............... Peter Cl ine 
Vice President .......... James McGeever 
Recording Secretary ............. Therese Bern ier 
Corresponding Secretary ........... Dorothy Tyo 
Treasurer................ .. ... Wade Alexander 
Faculty Advisor .... ... Mr. Joseph Tague 
Chaplain ..... Rev. James E. Baker 
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MAJORS CLUB 
OFFICERS 
President.. . ............ ...... Alfred Peterson 
Vice President ... ...... .......... ..... Floyd Russell 
Secretary-T reasurer ............ Florence Korchak 
Membership Chairman . Helen Ogeka 
Faculty Advisor...... . ... Lawrence Hill 
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The Major's Club offers membership to any 
physical education student enrolled in the col-
lege. Its activities this year have included lec-
tures given by prominent persons in the physical 
education field, a special 100 % AAHPER 
membership drive, and the organization and 
administration of the student section of the state 
convention held at Syracuse. Its purposes are to 
provide for greater social and professional co-
operation and to advance the standards of teach-
ing and leadership. 
VARSITY CLUB 
Seated L 
P , to R 
eterson W - P. Tho 
'-• 
The Varsity Club was founded in 1947 by a 
group of varsity lettermen, under the guidance 
of H arold "Pete" H atch. The club gives letters 
co each member, maintains a free film lending 
library, and are co-sponsors of the Annual Base-
ball Clinic, puts out football programs, and 
sponsors Vic Dances after games. Varsity Club 
has purchased a share in the new gym. 
Second , . Honk · rnon E 
H Ro 1nso ' · An oword W- F. So n, E. Mo . gers, F . 
Third R , J. Honch nders, J B. nhg1nelJe M . Morch J H 
K ow D row D · ts o ' · Alb ' · ow 
. Long - . Week , . Gerek p, A. Gilb :rt. Ord, J. D . 
, H. Erickson,s,HG. King,;~ Dunn, K. Sert,, B. Blinko ov,s, E. Perkin 
. Munr Orono G Penord R , T. Ke// s, A. 0 e, K B ' . O's . ' · Alt Y, D 
. rown R ull,.,,on H rnon, J CJ . Grundt · h 
OFFICERS 
President..... . ................ Edward Perkins 
Vice President ....................... Alfred Peterson 
Secretary ........... .................... James Davis 
Treasurer ........... . ...................... Floyd Russell 
, . Herrrnen , . Oaks F orke, J. M tsc , D. 
n, C. Mill~r . Kuftok, W oropese. 
, N. Monu/ . Murphy, 
o, D. Co// 
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KAY FAZIO 
Photography Editor 
J '. 
I 
GENEVIEVE ZAHRT 
Art Editor 
BEVERLEY THORPE 
Literary Editor 
LENI ELIS 
Co-Editor 
SAMUEL FEATHER 
Advertising Manager 
DOUGLAS BEGEAL 
Co-Editor 
ALLEN GILBERTI 
Sports Editor 
ERIC WERNER 
Business Manager 
/ 
STAFF 
Co-Editors .. .... ........... ...... Douglas Begeal, Lenore Elis 
Photography Editors ........... Kay Fazio, Nick DeMarco 
Literary Editor...... ................ . ... Beverley Thorpe 
Sports Editor. ........... ... ......... .............. .. Allan Gilberti 
Art Ed itor........... . .... ...... .. .. .. ..... Genevieve Zahrt 
Business Manager ... ....... ................... ........ :Eric Werner 
Advertising Manager ............ .... ... .. ... ...... .. Sam Feather 
Literary Staff .... Lu Levine, Nancy Widin, Phyllis Zipes 
Photography Staff ..... ....... Ralph Galano, H. Figurski, 
M. Cooper, R. Levine, F. Reinlieb, C. Rector 
Sports Staff. ..... .... .. G. Sulkess, D. Chiocco, R. Altman, 
F. Rheinlieb. 
Advertising Staff ..... J. Vining, E. Hooker, S. Gaudio, 
P. McMeekin, A. Reynolds, S. Ehlert, Richard 
Warner 
Faculty Advisor .... .... ................ ...... . Dr. Earl E. Clarke 
• 
Literary Staff. 
Photography Staff. 
Advertising Staff . 
Sports Staff. 
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Ray Ockerman- Track. 
Bill -McCarthy- Baseball. Allen Gilberti- Basketball. 
~~~ 
MOST VAL LI ABLE PLAYER AWARDS 
! 
Paul Thomann- Wrestling. 
Harold Monroe- Football. Frank Weiss-Soccer. 
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VARSITY BASEBALL 
First Row, L to R- J. Gilligan, A. Pafunda, A. Gilberti, W . McCarthy, R. Osmer, T. Quest, 
R. Cole, T. Leonard, N. DerCola . Second Row-Coach James (Bucky) Freeman, C. 
Vecch io, mgr., R. Kirkendall , F. Weiss, S. Bl inco, R. Murphy, D. G erek, G . Cordones, 
D. Howard, J. Bishop, R. Renner, D. Lamb. 
THE BEST OF THE BOMBERS 
The year 1951 marked one of the most triumphant 
seasons in all the sports history of the Bombers as 
the I.C. diamond squad slugged their way to a phe-
nomenal 17-3 intercollegiate record and an 18-4 
over-all record, against some of the roughest com-
peri rion in the East. That the squad was not repre-
sented in the National Collegiate World Series by 
virtue of their remarkable record was a deep injus-
tice. Towering over their closest rivals, Princeton, 
Seton Hall and Penn State ( whom they had already 
beaten), in both record and in our opinion ability, 
the Bombers were nevertheless overshadowed by 
"big name" prestige and failed ro be invited. 
Hit hard from the start with the hospitalization 
of their coach and with · bur rwo weeks to practice, 
the squad rook to the role of giant killers and jour-
neyed to the military reservation of West Point ro 
rake on, and subdue, a strong Army ream, Co-Ivy 
League champs '50, by a 4-2 margin. Continuing on 
ro East Orange, N. J., the Bombers suffered their 
initial loss to Seton Hall in an extra inning heart-
breaker which saw the Pirates come from behind to 
capture a 5-4 victory. On April 18. the LC. jinx, 
Wilkes of Pennsylvania, downed the Bombers 5-4 
bur rejuvenated by the return of Coach Freeman, 
the squad went on to defeat the powerfu l Nirrany 
Lions of Penn State 6-5 ( and were promptly dropped 
from the schedule as a result) under the steady hurl-
ing of Captain McCarthy and aided by a 340-foot 
home run by Ronnie Coles. 
Sophomore Greg Cordones stopped the Sabres of 
Seton 6-0 but the Batavia Clippers of the Pony 
League rallied on a substitute Bomber line-up ro pin 
a 10-inning 12'.8 loss on the home ream. 
Bearing down prod igiously the squad went on from 
here to construct a sixteen-game winning streak 
before dropping their last game of the year to Samp-
son. During the raging win streak it was the strong 
hitting of DerCola, Pafunda, Osmer, Leonard and 
Coles, supplemented by the over-all defensive play 
of Yancy, Gi lberti, Weiss and Gi ll igan behind the 
steady pitching of McCarthy, Quest, Cordones, Gerek, 
Kirkgasser and Murphy which gave the tremendous 
edge to the Bombers. 
Captain McCarthy led both in the pitching depart-
ment with a 7-1 record, and in the hitting depart-
ment with a strong .441 tally followed closely by 
Leonard, .437 and Cole, .420. Tom Quest's 4-2 pitch-
ing record was also worthy of merit. 
At the season's finale Frank Weiss and Tommy 
Leonard were elected to captain the ventures of the 
Bombers in '52 and Charles Vecchio as "Manager of 
the Year." 
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SOUTHERN TRIP TO HIGHLIGHT '52 SCHEDULE 
1951 SCHEDULE 
Ithaca ... 4 Army 
-- --·· ······ 
4 Seton Hall 
4 Wilkes 
6 Penn State 
6 Sampson 
8 Batavia 
.... .. 17 Bucknell 
8 St. Bonaventure. 
.. .... .. 15 Utica College .... 
...... .. 11 Lock Haven .. 
8 LeMoyne ...... 
... 13 Utica College ... 
7 Bath Vets . 
.. 20 St. Bonaventure .. 
---······ · ·· ·· ·· 
7 Mansfield .. .. 
2 St. Lawrence .. 
3 Clarkson 
.. ..... 20 Wilkes 
.... 11 Quantico Marin .. 
9 LeMoyne (forf.) .. 
9 R. P. I. . 
3 Sampson 
Take two and hit to right . 
DerCola blasts a round-tripper . 
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2 
5 
5 
5 
0 
.. . 12 
3 
1 
0 
4 
1 
3 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
9 
4 
0 
3 
4 
James (Bucky ) Freemen. 
April 2 
" 12 
" 15 
" 16 
" 17 
" 25 
" 26 
May 1 
3 
6 
7 
9 
" 10 
" 12 
" 14 
" 17 
" 19 
" 20 
" 23 
" 24 
" 25 
1952 SCHEDULE 
Army 
Villanova ... 
Quantico 
Randolph . 
Quantico 
R. P. 1. ..... ............. ........ . 
St. Lawrence 
Mansfield ... .... . 
Wilkes .... .... . 
Sampson 
St. Bonaventure 
LeMoyne 
Seton Hall 
Sampson 
LeMoyne 
Scranton 
St. Bonaventure ..... . 
Wilkes 
Quantico 
Quantico 
Bath Vets . 
Schedule not complete 
* Night games 
..... . A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
H 
H 
H 
A 
H 
A 
A 
H 
A 
A* 
H* 
H* 
H* 
H* 
H* 
H* 
I don 't know what to te ll you . 
Cole on deck . 
Capt. Dick Osmer. 
Nick DerCola . 
Where in Heck 's Yancey? 
..... ~ .... -
- ..... 
Tom Quest. 
Capt. Bill McCarthy. 
Ray Kirkgasser . 
Al. Pafunda . 
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Coach Broadwell - Asst. Carlinghouse. 
PROUDLY PRESENT 
OUR 
UNDEFEATED WRESTLING TEAM 
Co-Capt. Al. Peterson. Co-Capt. Fred March. 
First Row, L to R- Don La Favor, Ed Manginelli, Fred March, Al Peterson, Jim Howard, 
John Ciabotti. 
Second Row- Pat Costello, Paul Thomann, Jan Peters, George Freeman, Dick Dean , John 
DeKay. 
Third Row- Martin Albert, Bob Carlinghouse, Coach Broadwell , Dick Herman. Missing -
Ed. Pucek, Ken Spenard . 
AW C'MON-ROLL OYER 
JOHN DeKAY 
GOT AN ANATOMY BOOK? 
ED MANGENELLI 
MATMEN FIRST UNDEFEATED 
TEAM IN I. C. HISTORY 
The I.C. wrestlers downed Cortland State Sat., Mar. 3, by the score 
of 22-10, to record the first undefeated season in the history of the 
sport at Ithaca College. The win was doubly important for the I.C. 
grapplers as it gave them a win over their traditional rivals as well as 
a perfect season. The victory was achieved mainly through the efforts 
of Dick Dean and Paul (Red) Thomann, wrestling at 167 and 177 re-
spectively, who secured falls when the winning team was very much in 
doubt halfway through the match. The successive falls by Dick and Red 
turned the tide in Ithaca's favor . Also coming through in fine style for 
the Bombers were Jim Howard at 130, Ed. Pucck at 137, John Ciabotti 
at 157, and John DeKay at heavyweight. Howard pinned his man for 
the first of the Ithaca points for the evening. Pucek and Ciabotti gained 
decisions while DeKay wrestled a much larger Cortland opponent to a 
draw. The outstanding match of the evening was at 137 where Ed. 
Pucek, trailing his man by three points ( 5-3) going into the last minute 
of the bout, scored a reversal and a near fall to gain a 6-5 decision . 
Ithaca's perfect season was achieved by virtue of an 18-18 tie with 
Lock Haven State Teachers and consecutive wins over University of 
Toronto (29-5), Rochester Institute of Technology (21 -1 3), East 
Stroudsburg State Teachers (29-5), Wilkes College (2 8-8), Alfred 
University (22-17), and Cortland State Teachers (22 -10 ). The Bombers 
scored a total of 169 points as to on ly 76 points for their opponents 
during the season. 
Ithaca .. 
1951 ·52 RECORD 
....... 18 
..... 29 
.... 21 
........ .. 29 
.... 28 
...... 22 
.22 
Lock Haven ............................. 18 
U. of Toronto 5 
Rochester Inst. of Tech .. ............. 13 
E. Stroudsburg ... 
Wilkes College 
Alfred University 
Cortland State . 
5 
8 
.... 17 
.. .... 10 
As well as the team having an undefeated season, individuals Jim 
Howard, Co-Captain Fred March, Dick Dean, Paul (Red) Thomann, 
and John DeKay also posted unbeaten records. Next year's outlook for 
the Bomber squad is excellent. The only loss to the team through grad-
uation will be Co-Capts. Fn•d March and Al Peterson along with Ken 
Spenard. 
A great deal of credit for the wrestlers' outstanding season should 
be g iven to Coach Herb Broadwell and Assistant Coach Bob Carlin g-
house whose untiring efforts contributed so much toward the Bombers' 
fine season. 
I'll JUST WAIT HERE UNTIL HE GETS TIRED 
NOW I'll TRY THIS ONE 
JOHN CIABOTTI 
I THINK I GOT 'IM 
PAUL THOMANN 
STOP BITIN' Page 95 
Dick Dean 
This Is Our Coach . 
Tense Moment. 
Howard and Playmate. 
Boy, you've had it! 
I. C. 's Pucek on top. 
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Al Peterson. 
Garlinghouse on Top. 
VARSITY FOOTBALL 
FIRST ROW L. to R.: J. Petrillo , A . Pisano, J. Brown, B. Nathan, F. Sanders, G. King , J. Corona , H. Monroe, 
B. Yeager, H. Dunn . 
SECOND ROW L. to R.: F. Spadaro, L. Prince , J . Oiszewski, P. Smyk, D. Grundti sc h, W . Hank inson , R. 
Merritt, C. Conz, S. Vole, L. Dworsky. 
THIRD ROW L. to R.: B. Brichkowski, P. Petrillo, J . DeKay, R. Mosher, C. W e dderburn, S. Schorr, A. Schreiber, 
J . Schrader, R. Frasier. 
FOURTH ROW l. to R.: F. Signorelli, J . Hanchrow, N . Mamula, T. Kelly, D. LeRoy, J . Showacre , P. Thomann , 
F. Carbone . 
FIFTH ROW L. to R. : A. Mcfarlane, H. Heslop, C. Mirizo , G. Donneson , J. DeGraff, D. Horn , R. Tobia . 
Opening the season with a green, inexperi-
enced squad, head coach Joe H amilron and his 
new backfield coach Arnold Wilkelm, were 
faced with a tremendous rebuilding job, a job 
that was ro be done very well as evidenced by 
the establishment of a highly creditable 4-3 
record. 
With the brilliant running of star halfback 
Harold Monroe and the passing of quarterback 
George King, the Bombers opened the season 
with a victory over a stubborn Champlain 
eleven. 
Keyed up by their first win, the Blue and 
Gold were then jolted our of their complacency 
by an alert Brockport squad that turned two 
fumbles and an intercepted pass into a 19-0 
rout. With an offensive attack which constan tly 
bogged down and a porous defensive unit it 
was a bad night for the Bombers. 
Co-Captains and Coaches 
Facing a heavily favored Wilkes eleven the Ithacans hit thei r stride behind a 
sterling defensive plaroon which bottled up the opposition's highly-routed single-wi ng 
offense at every turn, converting a fumble into a cherished T.D. late in the fourth 
period the Bombers walked away with a well-earned 6-0 win. 
Highlighting the season was the "big game" of the year with I.C's arch-rival 
Cortland State Teachers that saw a dogged , spirited Bomber squad infused by the 
determined drive of coach H amilton contradict all predictions and upser the Dragons 
13-6. It was just one of those days when nothing could go wrong for rhe Blue and 
Gold as Monroe and Corona ran wild ro register 330 yards over land. In rhe defensive 
department the squad came through again ro hold the Teachers ro a meager 98 yards 
rushing. Ir was a proud squad and coach thar left rhe ga tes of Percy rhar night. 
In a driving ra insrorm more conducive ro a swimming meer rhan a football 
contest rhe Bombers eked our a 16-14 win over an always rugged Lock Haven eleven 
tO ga in their fourth win in five games. A 63 yard romp by Jack Corona and a line 
plunge by Monroe consummated rhe fin al attack rhat was ro wrap up rhe victory. 
Strong defense play once more held rhe Eagles in check while Tom Kelly, stalwart 
Bomber end, turned in an "iron-man" performance by playing rhe full 60 minutes. 
Unbeaten Alfred powered their way tO a 33-0 win in a mud barrle ar Percy. 
Displaying one of rhe best small college reams in rhe stare the big Saxon squad found 
little opposition in a spirited bu r undermanned I.C. team. 
Ending rhe season on a sour note rhe Bombers were steam-rollered by a likewise 
powerful Easr Stroudsburg eleven who proceeded ro stamp a 34-0 defeat on the 
home forces. 
The 4-3 grid record, nevertheless, was a glowing tribute ro coach Hamilron for 
his g reat rebu ildi ng job. Backfield coach Wilkelm and graduate assistant Bob Kirken-
dall and George Wurtenburg for a fine job in g iving Ithaca the best record in 
many a year. 
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A NIGHT WITH THE BOMBERS 
Volo, surrounded by admirers 
Awkward situation! 
I I Above: King (smiiing) and friends. 
Below: the First one of the year for the Bombers . 
Bob Yeager 
George Donneson Jerry Hanchrow 
George King 
Paul Thomann 
Chick Sanders 
Nicky Mamula 
Jack Corona 
Sam Volo 
Pete Petr illo 
Clarence Conz 
Al. Pisano 
Bill Brickowski Tom Kelly Page 99 
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VARSITY BASKETBALL 
Coach Light 
Co-Capt. Howard 
A tough year for the Bombers ... 
Another year, another team, another poor record . 
reasons? .. . schedule?-material? ... you name it. Play-
ing Penn State, St. Bonaventure, Army, Quantico, Samp-
son, and LeJeune is like throwing scones at Goliath .. . 
next year C.C:N.Y. . . 11 ! 
The Bombers walloped a rough New York Athletic 
Club who beat Siena who beat Colgate, who drubbed 
Cornell-how about that' Cortland came over very cocky, 
went home with quite a scare ( 71-70 overtime ), but we 
lost again . . . best game o f che year. The team went 
back into its own class and drubbed H arpur, East Strouds-
burg Teachers, and Utica College twice ... wot hap-
pened? Blew a lase qu arter lead ro Alfred at home ... 
dropped next one ro a Quantico powerhouse ... then a 
close one tO LeJeune M arines ... H obart squeaked by us 
. . then returning tO Cortland the Bombers wore out 
in the stretch and dropped a 67-50 verdict. 
"Big Ed" Byrne fini shed as high scorer with 220 points 
fo llowed by Capt. Al. Gilberti with 204 ... Consolat ion 
-thirteen me n rerurning next season p lus fine eligible 
Co-Ca pt. G il berti 
transfer material in Ji m Hurst and Jim Skally ... with 
the squad consistently throughout the season were guards 
Al. Gilberti and Granny Roe; forwards Co-Capt. D on 
H oward, and Ed. Byrne with Dick Moomey and Greg 
Cardones alternat ing at the pivot. In reserve strength 
Dick H orton and Freshman center, 6' 6" Morey Good-
speed suppl ied the m ajor reinforcements fo llowed by Art 
Cicchetti who p layed with the starti ng squad in the earlier 
p art of che season, and D on Grundtisch, Roger Moore, 
Bert Maskins back from last year's varsity ducy . T oward 
the end of the season Tom Quinn was brought up to the 
sen ior team and with the return of former varsity material 
John Fletcher from N aval duty added greatly ro the re-
serve depth of the Bom bers. 
Captain Al. Gi lberti was awarded boch the OEK most 
valuable award and the alumni trophy awarded ro the mosr 
improved player .on the Bomber squad. 
As a whole the team did improve very rapidly, played 
well rogecher, so with the complete team rerurning next 
season, Coach Lig ht can look forward ro fa r smoother 
fl yi ng than did the Bombers of '5 1 encou nter. 
FRONT ROW L. to R.: R. A. Chicatti, D. Moomey, D. Howard, B. Maskins, A. G ilberti, 
E. Byrne, G . Cordones, F. Demeter. 
BACK ROW L. to R.: Coach Ben Light, R. Moore, J . Jul iano, M. Goodspeed, D. G rund-
tisch , G . Roe, D. Horton, Don LaRay, Manage r. 
BASKETBALL '52 
Two More For Quantico. 
Ed. Byrne Greg. Cordones 
Byrne to the Rescue . Not Again! 
The Butterflies. 
Tap Off Against St. Bonnies. 
Granville Roe Dick Moomey 
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Moe Goodspeed 
Art Cicchetti 
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Ithaca 
50 
7S 
42 
21 
so 
so 
62 
S7 
S9 
S2 
70 
53 
6S 
81 
58 
S2 
55 
69 
50 
Roger Moore 
1951 Record 
LeMoyne 
Sampson 
St. Bonaventure 
Penn State 
E. Stroudsburg 
Army 
Hobart 
New York A.C. 
Harpur 
Alfred 
Cortland 
Sampson 
Utica 
E. Stroudsburg 
Alfred 
Quantico Marines 
Camp LeJeune 
Utica 
Cortland 
Bu rt Maskin 
69 
91 
69 
51 
61 
66 
65 
53 
46 
59 
71 
94 
46 
60 
67 
71 
67 
38 
67 
Don Grundtisch 
Dick Horton 
VARSITY TRACK 
FRONT ROW L. to R.: Edward Angers, Harry Crocker, Henry Wisher, George O'Sullivan, 
George King. 
SECOND ROW: Ronald Altman, Frank Byrne, Donald Grundtisch, Lewis Bakos, Harry 
Miller, Phillip Skinner, Richard Gunkel. 
THIRD ROW: Sam Volo, Mgr., John Raineri, Richard Curtis, Donald W oo ley, William 
Brichkowski, Donald Weeks, Raymond Okerman, Andrew Sykela, Doe Yavits. 
Coach ... Isadore "Doe" Yavits . 
The I.C. Trackmen began the 1951 season with a squad of newly elig ible 
Freshmen candidates and returning Lettermen. 
The team though lacking in depth at the start began to improve rapidly 
as the season progressed. 
After losing its first three dual meets in order of Alfred, Rochester, and 
East Stroudsburg, the Yavitsmen came through with a win at Olean when it 
defeated St. Bonaventure. Here , Ed Angers set a new track record of 10 :27 .5 
10 the two mile run. 
Cortland proved a formidable foe as they downed the Bomber men in 
the following encounter at Percy Field in a home meet. 
The las t event saw the Pennsylvanians from Scranton U. pitched in a 
dual meet at Ithaca with the Blue and Gold emerging as victors. 
H arry Crocker and H ank Whisher reigned as Co-Captains for the Bomb-
ers and Ray Okerman became the recipient of the "Most Valuable Player 
Award" as the outstanding "point-getter" of the squad. 
Ithaca 43 
II 40 
II 32 
II 81 ½ 
II 57 
II 81 ½ 
Alfred ________________ __ ______ _________ _______ __ __ ____ 88 
Rochester --- ----- ----- ---------- ----------- ---- ---- 86 
East Stroudsburg --- --· ···- -· ·· ·· · ·-- ··· ······ · 94 
St. Bonaventure ·,· ·· ·············-····· ··· ----- 31 ½ 
Cortland .. .... .. ·-······· ···················· ····-·- 74 
Scranton -··· ··· ·--·- ·· -···· · ··· · ·············· ······ 44 ½ 
Won 2 - Lost 4 
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I.C. 
2 
0 
1 
0 
4 
1 
0 
2 
2 
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SOCCER 
FRONT ROW L. to R.: Peter Bush, Ke nneth Brown, David Nelso n, David Ca ll , Joh n 
Williams, Thomas Abeling . 
SECOND ROW: Edward Fitzg ibbons, Ronald Altman, Alfred Pete rson, Ja mes Davis, 
Thomas Makris, Donald Weeks, Floyd Russell , Francis W e iss, Victor Yalach. 
THIRD ROW: John Jones, Mgr. , Howard Oakes, George O 'Sullivan, G regory Cordones, 
George Free man, Michel Coffe y, Herbert Erickson, Robert Whe arty . 
SCHEDULE ( 19 51 RECORD) 
Hamilton 
Rochester 
Sampson A.F.B. 
Cortland 
Brockport 
Sampson A.F.B. 
Army 
Seton Hall 
Lock Haven 
6 
4 
2 
6 
5 
5 
7 
. 8 
2 
T he Ithaca College Soccer team, under Coach "Doe" 
Yavits and managed by John Jones, found the going rather 
rough as a result of last year's graduating first string play-
ers. With only three returning first team men, the squad 
had ro look ro the reserves of last year and the incoming 
frosh fo r most of the action this year. 
Mr. Yavirs shifted the team around throughout the year 
trying ro find a winning combination, but it seems that 
the team was just too green ro come through. The team 
p layed very well against Brockport, who incidentally came 
through the season undefeated, losing tO them 5-4 by 
virtue of a penalty kick in the last three minutes of play. 
The other well phiyed game was against Lock H aven State 
Teachers in which the I.C. squad walked off with a well 
earned 2-2 tie after a double overtime period. 
The schedule of the team this year was power packed, 
playing some of the bes t teams in the East, such as Brock-
port, Army ( voted Eastern Intercollegiate champs) and 
an always strong Seton H all team. 
The Pitchmen were led by Co-Captains Jim D avis and 
T om Makris both of whom played fine ball all season . 
Frank Weiss was voted as the outstanding player on the 
1951 soccer sq uad and was duly awarded the Lancaster 
trophy from the OEK fraternity. 
Bowling Champs 
Frank Stanley, John Magacs, Jack Norman . 
Varsity Tennis 
Coach Broadwe ll , S. Santorine, B. Sauter, Jerry Hanchrow, W. Oakes, P. Fairand. 
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VARSITY GOLF 
L. to R.: Fl oyd Russell, Ca rroll Schip p, Ra y Ang ers, Barney McGovern, Harold Youngs, 
George G uge nh eim, Roger Olney. 
Ben Light's divot diggers came through the season with a creditable record 
of six wins and four losses. 
Captain Barney McGovern, Floyd Russell and Carroll Schipp were the 
on ly returning lettermen to a squad which received some fine assistance from 
newcomers Ray Angers and George Gugenheim. 
The Bombers swamped H arpur Col lege and Utica twice but suffered two 
heartbreaking defeats at the hands of LeMoyne, both by a 5-4 count, with 
Floyd Russell 's brilliant 72 at Syracuse's Yacht Club being in vain. 
This year's matches were marked by a number of close matches involving 
Floyd Russell and Carroll Schipp. With both boys consistently in the middle 
70's, a number of matches were decided by a 1 up score. All six Bombers scored 
in the 70's while absorbing a 9-0 loss to Cortland State, giving Cortland a sp_lit 
in the season with Ithaca. 
Ithaca 6 St. Bonaventure ........................... ..... .... 3 
II 15 1/2 Utica ... .. ... ........... ........ ................... .... .. 11 ½ 
II 6 ½ Cortland .. . .. . ... . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . ... . ... . ... . . .. . . . 2 ½ 
II 4 LeMoyne . .. ... .. .. .. ... ... ..... ... ... .. ..... . ...... .. . 5 
II 6 Utica ....... ................ ........................ ..... 3 
7 Harpur ........... .... .. .............. .... ............. 2 
II 3 St. Bonaventure . ......... . .................. ... .. 6 
II 4 LeMoyne ... ..... ...... ... .. ... .. ...... .. ..... ......... 5 
II 0 Cortland .......... .... . ......... . ...... ... ............ 9 
II 8 Harpur ......... ..... . ........... .... . ... . .. . .......... 1 
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FRESHMAN 
BOTTOM ROW L. to R.: A. Ratner, J. Olszewski, H. Erickson, D. Dudek, J . Showa cre, 
J . Salvado. 
MIDDLE ROW L. to R. : D. Brennan , Art Cicchetti, D. Horto n, R. Webster,• L. Wilkl ow, 
J. Silverman, B. Maggio. 
TOP ROW L. to R.: Coach Joe Hamilton, T. Abeling, L. Visco, J. Juliano, G. Freeman, 
J. Howell, A. Rudison, G . Roe, H. Heslop . 
The Bomber Frosh finished their 1951 baseball season with a boastful 
7 and 1 record. The Frosh were well under way to an undefeated season but 
had it spoiled in their last game by the Frosh of Colgate. 
Outstanding players for the Bomber Frosh were left fielder Dave Brennan, 
shortstop Art Cicchetti, .first baseman Arnie Ratner, and pitchers George 
Freeman and Dutch W ebster. 
Brennan led the season's attack with sixteen hits, two of them homeruns. 
D ave batted .471 and did a commendable job in the center field position. 
Art Cicchetti wound up his 1951 season with a .4 33 batting average. 
Art can cover plenty of shortstop territory and also gets off a very quick throw. 
Arnie Ratner was converted from a "hot corner" sacker to a first baseman. 
Arnie proved he could hold his own at his new position, and he also proved 
himself capable with rhe old hickory batting at a .433 clip. 
1951 Record 
George Freeman contributed the season's only shutout by blanking the 
Red Frosh from Cornell 16 to 0. George had two wins against one loss while 
Big Dutch Webster used his fast ball to capture four victories against no losses. 
Ithaca 16 Cornell 0 
John Howell left his third base position to hurl himself a victory, his 
only pitched game of the year. 
II 23 Manlius 
II 8 Rochester 
II 5 Manlius 
II 15 Cornell 
II 8 Cortland 
II 3 Colgate 
5 
2 
4 
7 
2 
4 
Right fielder Dick Horton and Catcher John Juliano teamed up to lead 
the club in RBI's getting eleven each. 
The Bomber Varsity will undoubted ly miss the talents of Dave Brennan 
and Dutch W ebster who have left school. 
Frosh coach Joe Hamilton, who needs no introduction, can take a well 
deserved bow for having young high school ball players and making college 
material out of them. With a 7 and 1 record there's only one thing left to say, 
"the proof is in the pudding." 
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J. V. BASKETBALL 
BOTTOM ROM L. to R.: T. J. O'Rourke, R. Miller, L. Gwinner, L. Piantadosi, C. Boccia . 
BACK ROW L. to R.: R. Kirkgasser (coach), R. Merritt, D. Grundtisch, R. Keenan , B. 
Jackson, D. Nelson (mgr.). 
COACH, RAY KIRKGASSER 
The JV. basketball team, although on the losing 
end of a 2-12 season's record, showed a lot of hustle, 
determination and improvement for their coach, Ray 
Kirkgasser, who starred for the varsity basketball 
team here at the College. 
Faced with a conspicuous lack of height, the year-
lings dropped their first five games before they came 
through with their first win of the season when they 
nosed out H obart College in a 71-69 thriller. 
The next win came at the expense of R.B.I. in an 
81-61 win which saw the Ithacans a vastly improved 
team after having dropped games to Sampson, Alfred , 
Cortland and Cornell. 
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MGR., DAYE NELSON 
In their last game with Cortland State the junior 
Bombers found their old handicap still with them as 
they faded in the final minutes after having led all 
the way, to drop a 60-50 decision co a crack Cortland 
Frosh. 
In mid-season the team lost the services of Tom 
Quinn and D on Grundtisch who were called up for 
vars ity duty after having led the team in the scoring 
department up until that time. 
Outstanding members of the juniors were T. J. 
O 'Rourke, Lou Gwinner and Lou Piantadose, both 
of whom had seen varsity duty during the season, 
Dick Miller and Bob Keenan. 
Schedule 
I.C. 
54 Le Moyne 80 
71 Sampson 78 
48 St. Bonaventure 56 
35 Cornell 62 
71 Hobart 69 
47 Sampson 71 
76 G.E. Syracuse 85 * 
36 Alfred 66 
48 Bath Vets 77 
61 Cortland 83 
47 Cornell 68 
81 R.B.I. 61 
63 Alfred 67 
52 G.E. Syracuse 68 
50 Cortland 60 
* Overtime 
Inter-Departmental Ball 
SEATED: Jerry Schabel, Joe Lazarony, Dick Solomon. SECOND ROW: Sam 
Feather, Trainer; Mei" Shore, Manager. THIRD ROW: Tom Callipy, Jack Souter, Bill 
Pellillo . Missing in Picture: Jack Lamphere, Bob Caliel. 
After the battle OEK and D.K. 
OEK Sports Circus Champs. 
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VOLLEYBALL 
FIELD HOCKEY 
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GIRLS SPORTS 
FIRST ROW L. to R.: A. Tyler, M. J. Sm ith, B. Johnson , C. Carroll, H. Figurski. 
SECOND ROW: D. Chiocco, P. Skinner, M. J. Nester, P. McMeekin, P. Marvin . 
THIRD ROW: E. Gardner, M. Peck, M. Weaver. 
) . 
t 
f- I A J ,I r t \ / .... 
FIRST ROW: L. to R.: A. Tyler, M. J . Smith, D. Chiocco, H. Figurski . 
SECOND ROW: B. J. Warner, H. Bush, M. J. Nester, P. McMeekin. 
THIRD ROW: E. Gardner, J. Ford, M. Peck, J. Vining. 
i 
So then he ... 
Yeah .. . then what? No?! 
GIRLS' 
BASKETBALL 
FIRST ROW L. to R.: M. J. Smith, A. Tyler, C. Carroll, H. Figurski. 
SECOND ROW: D. Chiocco, M. J. Nester, P. McMeekin, P. Marvin . 
THIRD ROW: J. Stowell , J . Vining, P. Weaver . 
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THE CHEERLEADERS 
loude r, please . 
Ed Byrne's protege hoops one up . 
Caught flat-footed . 
I' ll slap you . 
FEMININE HOOPS 
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"ANY OLD SEASON, 
THE RHYME OR THE REASON .... " 
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7 
WHEN A YOUNG MAN'S FANCY .... 
I' . .• 
.... 
GIRLS WILL BE GIRLS 
NEVER A DULL MOMENT 
. .:./;/U 
- -
J__ 
"CAN YOU TOP THIS" ! 

FRESHMEN 
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FRESHMEN 
• 
, 
CLASS OFFICERS 
President .. ... .. ..... ..... ..... _ ...... .......... .... .................. .. .... .. William Schreiber 
Vice President .............................................. ........ ..... .... .... Harold Fletcher 
Secretary-Treasurer ...... ....... .......... ............ ... ......... ............... Lavern Elmer 
Social Chairman .... ......... ....... .............................................. Judith Shaler 
Publicity ........................ ....... ..... ............ ............... ....... . ... .. Joanna Deisig 
Physic Representative ......... .... .. ........... ............ ................... John Ferrara 
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SOPHOMORES 
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SOPHOMORES 
CLASS OFFICERS 
President ... 
Vice Pres ident .... ...... . 
Secretary-Treasurer ............ . 
Social Chairman ..... . 
. ... T. Walter Carlin 
.. Donald Wo~lley 
. .......... . Jean Gott 
. ...... Glenn Stuart 
Publicity Chairman ....... ...... .... .................. ...... James Parker 
Music Representative ....... .... ... .. ... ....... ... ... ...... ....... . ..Ann Blaakman 
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JUNIORS 
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JUNIORS 
CLASS OFFICERS 
President ................... .. ............ ... ..................... ....... . ...... ...... ... . Jack Eaton 
Vice President .... ....... ................... .. ............ ..... ...... .... .. ...... ..... Ted Voneida 
Secretary ....... ..... .. .... ... .................. ........ ...... ... ...... .................. June Billings 
Treasurer ......................... ... ........ .... ................ ... ...... .......... ... Ronald Howe 
Social Chairman .......... ......... ............. .. ........ ....... .... ........ ... ... .Joyce Spero 
Physical Education Representative ....... .... ....... .. .... ...... .......... Howie Oaks 
Liberal Arts Representative .. ..... ...... .......... ....... ..... .. ... .......... James Clarke 
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SENIOR 
CLASS 
OFFICERS 
President ______________________________ ______________________ Jan Peters 
Vice President ___ _____ _____________________________ ___ Richard Jones 
Publicity Chairman ------------------------------- Robert Perry 
Social Chairman ___ _____ ___ _______ ___ _______________ Floyd Russell 
Secretory-Treasurer ___ _________________ _________________ Kay Fazio 
MARTIN ALBERT 
Babylon, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed. 
Delio Koppa, Vice Presi d ent 
Newmon Club 
Varsity Club 
Majors Club 
Va rs ity Wrestling Manager 
Freshman Baseba ll 
Freshman Fo o tba ll 
Ed itor Stude nt Dir ec tory 
FREDERICK BACORN 
Ithaca , N ew York 
B.S. Bu s. Mg! . 
J EANNE ALLEN 
Brooklyn , N ew York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
W .A.A. 
Dorm Pres ide nt 
OLE BEACH 
Norwi ch, New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Concert Bond 
Orchestra 
Men ' s Gl ee Club 
College Choir 
RONALD ALTMAN 
Hempstead, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed. 
Delta Koppa 
Varsity Club 
Varsity Soccer 
Track 
Ithacan Sports Stoff 
Coyugon Sports Stoff 
Radio Workshop Sports Stoff 
Major Productions 
I.D .E.O. 
Majors Club 
Scampers 
PATRICIA BEILBY 
Corning , New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
New mon Club 
Women 's Athl e tic Assn ., Presi de nt 
Sports Monog e r 
Phi Delio Pi 
Delta Phi Zeto 
Majors Club 
Scampers 
House President 
"American Stud e nt Leaders" 
FRANK ARANITI 
Syracuse, New York 
B.S . Lib . Arts 
Intramural Bosketboll 
Delta Koppa 
FREDERICK BENNETT 
Roscoe, N ew York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Phi Epsilon Koppa 
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ROBERT BENSON 
Ellenville, New York 
B.S. Bus . Mgt . 
I.D.E.O . 
Intramural Sports Assn. , 1st V. P. 
Kappa Psi Alpha 
Newmon Club 
Career Conference 
THERESE BERN I ER 
Ogdensburg, New York 
B:S. Music Ed. 
Newman Club, Recording Secy. 
Sigma Alpha Iota, Editor, 
Chaplain 
w.c.c. 
Freshman Class Counci l 
Ithacan , Music Editor 
Student Recitals 
"Let's Make an Opera" 
Lab. Orchestra 
Lab. Band 
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JACK BISHOP 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
Football 
Baseball 
Varsity Club 
Delta Kappa 
EDWARD BLATCHLEY 
Ithaca , New York 
B.S. Bus. Mgt. 
Kappa Psi Alpha, Consul 
Oracle 
DA YID BLAKELY 
Bainbridge, Ne w York 
B.S. Phy. Ed. 
SANTO BONANNO 
Fulton, New York 
B.S. Ph y. Ed. 
JOYCE BLANDFORD 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
W .A.A. 
House Representati ve 
Newman Club 
Majors Club 
I.D .E.O. 
FAITH BOONE 
Passaic, New Je rse y 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Orchestra 
[ 
WILLIAM BRICHKOWSKI 
Hastings-o n-Hudson, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
football 
Track 
Phi Epsilon Kappa, Master-at-Arms 
DORIS BRYDEN 
Walton, New York 
B.F.A . Drama 
Scampers 
Major Product io ns 
Theta Alpha Phi 
TAP One-acts 
DALE BRIGGS 
Arcade, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
Intramural Basketball 
Delta Kappa, Chaplain 
Student Directory 
ROGER BUELL 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
Delta Kappa 
ROBERT BUN KE 
Elmira, New York 
B.S. Bus. Mgt. 
Koppa Psi Alpha, Sgt .-at-Arms 
Career Conference · 
Public ity Reporter 
I.D.E.O . 
Ithacan Staff 
Intramural Softball 
Bowling 
EDWAD BURGIN 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S . Bus. Mgt. 
Kappa Psi Alpha 
ROBERT BUNNELL 
Summ it, N ew Je rsey 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Scampe rs 
Messiah Soloist 
Choir 
Mole Chorus 
Kappa Gamma Psi 
RAYMOND BURNHIMER 
Johnstown, Pen nsylvania 
B.F.A. Rad io 
Rad io Work shop 
Music Librarian 
Program Production A ssistant 
Continuity Editor 
Program Director 
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NANCY BUSH 
Alden , New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
w.c.c. 
W.A .A., Secretary, Treasure r 
Delta Phi Zeta 
Phi Delta Pi 
Scampers 
Play Days 
Chorus 
Griffis Hall , Vice President 
CONSUELO CARROLL 
Harrison, New York 
B.S: Phy. Ed . 
W .A.A., Secretary 
Newman Club, Secretary 
Ithaca Ski Club 
Girls' City League Basketball 
"Who's Who in American 
Colleges and Universities" 
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RUSSELL CARIOT 
McAdoo, Pe nn sylvania 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Concert Ban d 
Rep. Band 
Brass Choir 
Phi Mu Alpha , Pl edge Master 
FRANCIS CARROLL 
Indian Lake, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed: 
Soccer 
Olympia Club, Secretary 
Frankfort, New York 
JA CK CORONA 
Frankfort, New York 
B.S. Ph y. Ed. 
Newman Club 
Varsity Club 
Delta Kap pa, Secretary 
Football 
NORBERT CHARLES 
New Brunswick , New Jersey 
B.S. Ph y. Ed . 
Football 
ROBERT CHANTLER 
Sidney, New York 
B.S. Bus. Mgt . 
Footboll Freshman 
Basketball Team, Manager 
Kappa Psi Alpha 
Cayugan, Asst . Ad v. Mgr . 
Intramural Basketball 
ROSE CIASCHI 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
Newman Club 
1.0.E.O. 
Majors Club 
[ 
EUGENE CLARK 
Roc heste r, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed. 
FREDERICK COONEY 
Cortland, New York 
B.S. Bus. Mgt. 
MORTIMER CLARK 
Middletown, New York 
B.S. Speech 
I.D .E.O . 
Ithacan , News Editor, Ed ito r 
Th e ta Alpha Phi, Historian, Pres. 
Student Council , President 
Major Productions 
Radio Plays 
Re aders ' Th e ate r 
Scampers, Production Chairman 
Cayugan 
Inter-frat Council 
"American Student Leaders" 
Junior Class President 
BETTY COHEN 
Schenectady, New York 
B.S. Music Ed. 
Rep . Band 
lab. Band 
Rep. Orchestra 
Concert Band 
Marching Band 
Sigma Alpha Iota , House Sec . 
College Orchestra 
"Devil and Daniel Webster" 
Student Reci tal 
Chorus 
Woodwind Ensemble 
Frosh Advisor, Hillard House 
MICHAEL COFFEY 
Jackson Heights, Ne w York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
Varsity Soccer 
Newman Club 
Varsity Club 
Majors Club 
Intra murals 
Delta Kappa, Alumni Secretary, 
librarian 
SAM COLELLA 
Syracuse, New York 
B.S. Bus. Mgt. 
Softball 
Bowling 
JOHN COLELLA, JR. 
Syracuse, New York 
B.F.A. Radio 
Bowl ing 
Radio Workshop, Asst. Continuity 
Editor, Continuity Editor 
Associate Program Director 
CAROL CONKLIN 
Larchmont, New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
College Choir 
w.c.c. 
Adelphi 
Sigma Alpha Iota , Treas., Pres., 
House President 
"American Stud e nt Leaders" 
Oracle 
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FREDERICK CROFT 
Ludlowville, New York 
B.S. Acctg. 
JOHN D'AMELIO 
Utica , New York 
B.S. Speech 
Major Productions 
Radio Workshop 
Kappa Gamma 
Ithacan 
Scampers 
Radio Theater 
Modern Dance Club 
Newman Club 
DOROTHY CURTIS 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed. 
JOHN DAMOTH 
Hammondsport, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
RICHARD CURTIS 
Ithaca, New Yark 
B.S. Phy. Ed. 
JAMES DAVIS 
Andes, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed. 
Phi Epsilon Kappa, President 
Varsity Club, Secretary 
Majors Club 
lnterfraternity Council 
Adelphi 
Oracle 
Varsity Soccer 
"Who's Who in American 
Universities and Colleges" 
Freshman Baseball & Baske tball 
BARBARA CURTIS 
Olean, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
W.A.A., Hause Representative 
Majors Club 
Volleyball Demonstration Team 
House Treasurer 
NICHOLAS DeMARCO 
Roselle Park, New Jersey 
B.S. Speech 
Scampers 
Cayugan, Asst. Photography Ed . 
Kappa Gamma Psi , Historian 
Pledgemaster 
Theta Alpha Ph i 
Newman Club, Publ icity Cha irman 
Major Productions 
Ithacan, Reporter 
[ 
GEORGE DONNESON 
Ossining , New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Varsity Football 
Base ball 
Intramural Basketball 
Delta Kappa 
Majors Club 
CHARLOTTE EDMONDSON 
Newport, Rhode Island 
B.S. Speech 
FREDERICK DONOVAN 
Auburn , New York 
B.S . Bus. Mgt . 
Kappa Psi Alpha 
Cayugan 
Christmas Pageant 
Intramural Sports 
LENORE ELIS 
Belle Harbor, L. I., New York 
B.S. Speech 
Co-Editor-i n-Chief, Cayugan 
Literary Editor, Radio Ed ito r 
of Ithacan, 
Major Productions, Drama 
and Radio 
WITJ Staff 
I.D.E .O. 
W.A.A. 
De an 's List 
T.A.P. 
Scampers 
EDWARD J. DOYLE 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Music Ed. 
Opera: " The Devil and Daniel 
Webster" 
Oratorio : " Elijah, " Soloist 
Cho ir 
Male Chorus 
Kappa Gamma Psi 
Handel ' s Christmas Oratorio, 
Soloist 
MARILYN ESTEY 
Tully, New York 
B.S., B.M ., Music Ed . 
Chorus 
Orchestra 
Ensemble 
EDWARD DEMICK 
Endicott, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Wrestling 
Football 
EUSTACE ERICKSON 
Fitchburg, Massachusetts 
B.S . Phy . Ed. 
Basketball 
Golf 
Intramural Softball 
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JOSEPH FARINA 
Long· Branch, New Jersey 
B.A. Lib. Arts 
KAY FAZIO 
Tupper Lake, New York 
B.S . Speech 
Ithacan 
Cayugan, Photog. Editor 
Major Productions 
Scampers 
Junior Prom Committee 
Secretary-Treasurer Senior Class 
House Secretary 
"American Student Leaders" 
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EDWARD FITZGIBBONS 
Holyoke, Massachusetts 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Soccer 
Varsity Club 
J .V. Basketball 
Intramural Basketball 
MARY GEIB 
Port Jervis, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
LEWIS FULLER 
Arcade, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
Intramural Basketball 
Soccer 
Varsity Club 
Majors Club 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
DOUGLAS W . GEREK 
Babylon, L. I. , New York 
B.S . Phy . Ed . 
Delta Kappa, Sgt.-at-Arms 
Varsity Club 
Newman Club 
Baseball, Varsity 
CHRISTINE GALLO 
Bronx, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed. 
[ 
Delta Ph i Ze ta , Tre es. , Pres. 
Women 's Civic Com., Se c. -Tre as. 
Student Council , Se c.-Tre os. 
lnterfraternity Council, Sec.-Trea s. 
Ithacan, Exchange Ed itor 
W .A.A. 
Majors Club 
Newman Club 
Cayugan 
"American Student Leade rs" 
Dean's List 
HAROLD GILLETTE 
DeKalb Junction, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed. 
Delta Kappa , Corres. Sec . 
Freshman Football & Baseball 
J .V. Basketball 
Intramural Basketball 
JOHN G ILMO UR 
Buffalo, New York 
S.S. Spee ch, Drama 
Scampers 
Ithacan 
Ma jor Product ions 
JOHN GR IFFIN 
Newco mb, New Yo rk 
B.S. Bus . Mgt. 
RA NDOL PH GR ETE S 
Ne w York Ci ty, Ne w York 
B.F.A., Radio 
WITJ, Ma nage r 
Kappa Gamma Psi, Social 
Cha irman 
Scampe rs 
Ma jor Productions 
Social Chairman, Fre sh man Cla ss 
MARILYN K. GERSHEL 
New York City, New York 
S.S. Speech 
HAZEL HALSEY 
Southampton, L. I. , New Yo rk 
S .S. Music Ed . 
Se cre ta ry, Cascad illa Hou se 
ROBERT HARRISON 
Teaneck , Ne w J e rse y 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Kappa Gamma Psi, Pl edg e ma ster 
Student Recital s 
Orchestra 
"Let' s Mak e an Ope ra " 
" Telephone.- ' 
" Devi l and Daniel Webster" 
JERRY HAN C HROW 
New Roch el le , N ew York 
B.S. Ph y. Ed. 
Football 
J .V. Basketball 
Te nni s 
Varsity Clu b 
De lta Kappa 
ESTHER HASKINS 
Marion, N e w York 
S.S. Phy . Ed. 
W .A.A ., Baske tball Manager 
Majo rs Club 
Play Days 
Vice Pre s., Newman Hal l. 
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GEORGE HAYWARD 
W innipeg, Canada 
B.F.A. Music 
Major Productions 
JOYCE HERMAN 
Elm ira , New Yo rk 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
I.D .E.O . 
Choir 
Opera 
Scampers 
Rep . Orchestra 
Lob . Band 
Adelphi 
Oracle 
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ALAN HELM 
Savona , New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
DOLORES HEWITT 
Warrensburg , New York 
B.S. Speecli 
Student Council 
House President 
W .A.A . 
Scampers 
Adelphi 
Concert Borid 
Orchestra 
"Who's Who in American 
Colleges and Universities" 
MERLIN E. HOLMES 
Cortland, New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Marching Bond 
Rep. Orchestra 
Lob. Bond 
Chorus 
BARBARA HONER 
Norfolk, New York 
B.S . Speech 
W .A .A . 
Scampers' Cre w 
Stewa.rt House, Treasurer, 
Secretory 
THOMAS HICKEY 
Palmyra , New York 
B.S ., Phy . Ed . 
Delta Koppa 
EVELYN HOTCHKISS 
Fillmore, New York 
B.S.-Bus. Ed . 
[ 
House Treasurer, Griffis Holl 
House Treasurer, Cascadilla Hou se 
RICHARD HOWARD 
Geneva , New York 
B.S. Bus. Mgt. 
Kappa Psi Alpha 
DILYS JONES 
Westfield, New Jersey 
B.S. Music Ed. 
Ithacan 
Student Recital 
Adelphi 
Cascadilla House, Secre tary -
Treasurer 
NANCY ANN JEFFERY 
Palmyra, New York 
B.S., Music Ed . 
Sigma Alpha-Iota, Rush Chair-
man, Vice President 
College Choir 
Rep . Orchestra 
Rep . Band 
" Down in th e Valley" 
Scampers 
Social Committee, Junior Class 
JOHN C. JONES 
Barneveld, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Soccer 
Varsity Club 
lntram\Jrals 
BETTY LOU JONES 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Speech 
Delta Phi Zeta, Alumni Secy. 
Major Dramatic Productions 
I.D .E.O . 
RICHARD 0. JONES 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Bus. Mgt. 
Senior Class Vice President 
Career Conference 
Christmas Pageant 
Intramural Sports 
HAROLD JONES 
Ithaca, New York 
B.F.A. Radio 
WITJ 
Scampers 
Ithacan 
Junior Prom Committee 
Drama Productions 
RUTH KARP 
Newark, New Jersey 
B.S. Phy . Ed. 
I.D.E.O ., Secretary 
Delta Phi Zeta, Corres. Secretary 
W.A.A. 
Junior Prom Committee 
Cayugan 
Majors Club 
Co.Chairman, Bowling Tourn . 
House Frosh Rep ., Secretary 
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DIANE D. KEKIS 
Rome, New York 
Associate Degree, Sec. Science 
Ithacan 
W .A.A. 
GEORGE KING 
Binghamtqn , New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed. 
Dell(! Kappa 
Varsity Club · 
Newman Club 
J .V. Basketball 
Varsity Football 
Track 
WAYNE KELLOGG 
Hannibal , New York 
B.S. Music 
Phi Mu Alpha 
Glee Club 
Choir 
Chorus 
Dance Band 
Radio Productions 
EARLE KLOCK 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Rep . Band 
Phi Mu Alpha Male Chorus 
Choir 
" Down in the Valley" 
Marching Band 
Alumni Secretary, Phi Mu Alpha 
THOMAS KELLY 
Marcellus, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
Delta Kappe 
FLORENCE KORCHAK 
Binghamton , New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Delta Phi Zeta, Corres. Secy., 
Rec. Secy. 
Ph i Delta Pi, Vice President 
Majors Club 
Cheerleaders, Co-Capta in 
Dean ' s List 
Scampers 
w.c.c. 
W.A.A. 
Newman Club 
Ithacan 
HENRY G . KEYSER 
Ithaca , New York 
B.S. Acctg . 
Ph i Mu Alpho 
FRANK KUFTACK 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Majors Club 
Varsity Soccer 
Vars ity Club 
[ 
KENNETH LONG 
Voorheesville, New York 
B.S. Health and Phy . Ed . 
Delta Kappa 
Majors Club 
Freshman Soccer 
Asst. Baseball Manager 
Manager Varsity Wrestling 
Ithacan 
Varsity Club 
FREDERICK MARCH 
Evans Mills, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed. 
Freshman Football 
Soccer 
Wrestling , Capta in 
Delta Kappa 
Varsity Club 
ANGELO MACCI 
St. Johnsville, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
Phi Epsilon Kappa, Vice President, 
Secretary 
Majors Club 
Newman Club 
STEPHEN MARCHESE 
Lodi, New Jersey 
B.S. Speech 
Major Productions 
Scampers 
Ithacan 
Newman Club 
Theta Alpha Ph i 
Kappa Gamma Psi 
JOHN MAGACS 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Bus. Mgt. 
Intramural Bowling, Secy.-Mgr . 
Kappa Psi Alpha 
ROBERT MARTIN 
Niagara Falls, New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Oracle 
Adelphi 
Band 
Orchestra 
Phi Mu Alpha, Vice President 
Chairman, Scampers 
College Brass Quintet 
Chorus 
ANTHONY MANEEN 
Frankfort, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
Delta Kappa 
LYNWOOD McLAIN 
Vestal, New York 
B.S . Music 
Kappa Gamma Psi, Sgt.-at-Arms, 
House Chairman 
Concert Band 
Rep. Band 
Scampers, Glee Club, Lab . Band 
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DOLORES MERLIN 
Jersey City, New Jersey 
B.S. Speech 
Ithacan, Make-up Editor 
Hilliard House, President, Social 
Chairman, Treasurer 
Major Productions 
ROBERT MICKEL 
Whitesboro, New York 
B.S., Music Ed . 
Concert Band 
Brass Ensemble 
Symphony Orchestra 
Phi Mu Alpha 
Conductor, Phi Mu Alpha Musicale 
RICHARD MILLER 
Windham, New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Intramural Sports Association 
National Basketball Referee 
RICHARD MOOMEY 
North Lawrence, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Frosh Football 
Frosh Basketball 
Frosh Track 
Junior Varsity Basketball 
Varsity Basketball 
MARILYN MILLSPAUGH 
Central Nyack, New York 
B.S: Music Ed . 
Sigma Alpha Iota, Social Chair-
man, Corresponding Secretary 
Adelphi 
Oracle, Secretary 
Scampers 
Choir 
Opera : " Elijah ," Soloist 
Student Recitals 
"Who's Who in American 
Colleges and Universities" 
NORMAN MOORE 
DeKalb Junction, New York 
B.S. Ph . Ed. 
Delta Kappa , Treasurer, President 
Oracle , President 
Newman Club 
lnterfraternity Council 
Freshman Soccer 
Vice President, Junior Class 
Manager, Frosh Baseball 
MARY LOU MITCHELL 
Utica , New York 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
W.A.A. 
WILLIAM MURPHY 
Greenwich , Ne w York 
B.S., Bus. Mgt. 
Lacrosse 
Varsity Club 
Kappa Psi Alpho 
Track 
Intramural Baske tball 
[ 
WILLIAM MURTAG H 
Mal o ne, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
EDITH NEVIN 
Merion, Penn sy lvan ia 
B.S. Se c. Scie nce 
Scampe rs, Asst . Stage Manage r 
House Vice Presi d e nt 
House Secretory 
W.A .A. 
Variety Sho ws 
Rad io Shows 
T.A .P. One-acts 
ROBERT NA VAS 
Scranton, Pennsy lva nia 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Phi Mu Alph a 
WILLIAM NICKERSON 
Old Town , Ma ine 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Mal e Glee Club 
Re p . Band 
Re p . O rche stra 
FLORENCE NOHLE 
Adams, Ne w York 
B.S. Spee ch 
Delta Phi Ze ta , Alumni Secre tary, 
Vice Pres id e nt 
Scampers 
Ad e lph i, Secre tary 
W .A.A . 
W ILLIAM OAKES 
Lyons, New York 
B.S . Bus. Mg t. 
Foo tball 
Tennis 
Ne wman Club 
Caree r Confe re nce 
Varsity Club 
Kappa Psi Alpha 
RAYMOND OKERMAN 
Lun e nburg , Massachusetts 
B.S. Phy . Ed. 
THOMAS O ' BR YAN 
Corn ing, N ew York 
B.S . Bus. Mgt . 
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LELAND O 'CONNELL, JR . 
Apalach in, New Yark 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Scampers 
Opera Orchestra 
Dance Orchestra 
Colle ge Orchestra 
DELLA OWENS 
Holland Patent, New Yor k 
B.S. Phy . Ed. 
I.D .E.O . 
W.A .A. 
Majors Club 
Delta Phi Ze ta , Sergea nt -at-Arms , 
Historian 
Newman House Treasurer 
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HELEN OGEKA 
River he ad, New York 
B.S . Phy . Ed . 
Majors Club, Student Membership 
Chairman 
W .A.A.,Badminton Chairman 
Ne wman Club 
Phi De lta Pi 
Chee rl e ader 
House, Treasurer , Vice President, 
Re prese ntative 
PRISCILLA PALMER 
Stamford, Connecticu t 
B.F.A. Rad io 
Treasurer, Cayuga House 
Radio Workshop, Dramatic 
Production s 
Wome n's Program Di rector 
Assistant Continuity 
Assistant Music Librarian 
Assistant Production Director 
Assistant Program Dire ctor 
General Programming on WITJ 
JUSTIN PALTROW 
Bayside, New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Men ' s Glee Club 
Lob . Bcmd 
College Choir 
Scamp ers 
"Let's Make an Opera " 
" Down in th e Valley" 
Koppa Gamma Psi 
WILLIAM PAULUS 
Mohawk, New Yo rk 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
Socce r 
Track 
Intramural Basketball Committee 
PETER PAPAGELIS 
Poughkeepsie, New York 
B.F.A. Radi o 
Scamp ers 
Chorus 
Junior Clo ss Committee 
RONALD PEDRONE 
Binghamton, New York 
B.S. Speech 
Major Productions 
[ 
TAP, Treasurer, Vice President 
Jr . Closs Committee 
Ithacan 
Radi o Shows 
Scampers 
lntromurols 
Read e rs ' Theater 
EDWARD PERKINS 
Speculator, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Soccer 
Basketball 
Varsity Club, Pre sid e nt 
Delta Koppa 
ALFRED PETERSON 
Roosevelt, L. I., New York 
S.S. Phy. Ed . 
Phi Epsilon Kappa , Guide 
Adelphi 
Freshman Basketball 
Freshman Baseball 
Varsity Basketball 
Varsity Wrestling , Captain 
Varsity Socce r 
Varsity Football 
Newmon Club 
Majors Club, President 
Varsity Club, Vice Pre sid e nt 
Ithaca Soccer Officials Assn. , 
Vice President, Trea surer 
Varsity Track 
Student Choirmon,for th e 
Syracuse Convention 
"Who 's Who in American 
Co ll eges and Un ive rsiti es" 
ROBERT PERRY 
Reading , Pennsylvania 
B.M. Cello 
Intramural Basketball 
lnterfroternity Council 
Opera 
Class Councilman 
Phi Mu Alpha , Presid e nt 
STEP HEN PHILLIPS 
Ithaca, New York 
S.S. Music Ed . 
Scampers 
Con cert Band 
Phi Mu Alpha 
Concert Orchestra 
Male Chorus 
" Let's Make on Ope ra" 
Chorus 
Re p . Band 
Freshman ~usic Represe ntative 
IRWIN PETERS 
Brooklyn, New York 
B.F.A. Drama 
Major Production s 
Adelphi 
Scampers 
Radio Show s 
Readers' Theater 
" American Student Leade rs " 
President, Senior Class 
Sports 
RONALD P EVERLY 
East Greenbush , New York 
S .S. Ph y. Ed . 
ANN PINE 
Ithaca, New Yark 
B.F.A. Drama 
LAWRENCE PRINCE 
Cheektowaga, New York 
S.S ., Phy . Ed . 
Delta Kappa 
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KAREN RASK 
Duanesburg, New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Concert Band 
Concert Orchestra 
Rep. Band 
Lab . Band 
Rep . Orchestra 
Oratorio Chorus 
" Devil and Daniel Webster" 
Adelphi 
W .A.A. 
Scampers 
Oracle 
Delta Phi Zeta, House Chairman 
DALE RESUE 
Troupsburg , New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed. 
Football Team, Manager 
Wrestling Team, Manage r 
Phi Epsilon Kappa , Secretary 
Soccer Association, Pre sid e nt 
JOYCE RAUENZAHN 
Reading , Pennsylvania 
B.S . Music Ed. 
" Devil and Daniel Webster" 
Choir 
Sigma Alpha Iota , Social 
Chairman 
RICHARD ROCHE 
Woburn , Massachuse tt s 
B.S. Ph y. Ed . 
Majors Club 
DAVID REARDON 
Little Falls, New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Men 's Glee Club 
College Choir 
" Down in the Valley" 
" Let ' s Make an Ope ra " 
Phi Mu Alpha 
Lab . Band 
Newman Club 
JANE RO SA 
Sche ne ctad y, New Yo rk 
B.S. Mu sic Ed . 
Colle ge Orche stra 
Messiah , Solo ist 
College Choir 
Coll e ge Ch o rus 
" Elijah " 
Orocle 
CAROL RECTOR 
Feura Bush , New York 
Associate Degree , Sec. Science 
House Secretary 
Ca yugan 
!NGA-LILL ROSANDER 
Elizabeth , New Jersey 
B.S. Mu sic Ed . 
Sigma Alpha Io ta , Ru sh Chai rma n 
Lob . Orche stra 
w.c.c. 
Stude nt Re cita ls 
" Le t' s Make an Ope ra " 
Co ll ege Choir 
[ 
FRANK SANDERS 
Frankfort, New York 
B.S. Ph y. Ed . 
Football, Co-Captain 
Newmon Club 
Varsity Club 
De lta Koppa 
CARROLL SCHIPP 
Elle nvi lle, New York 
B.S. Bus. Mgt. 
Varsity Club 
Intramural Sports Association 
Vars ity Golf 
Intramural Basketball 
Intramural Bowling 
RALPH SAUSVILLE 
Schenectady, New York 
B.S., Phy . Ed . 
Basketball 
Freshman Football 
Freshman Baseball 
Basketball Official 
ANN SCHORGE 
McGraw, New Yo rk 
B.S . Music Ed . 
Rep . Bond 
Concert Bond 
Orchestra 
Choir 
Oracle, Vice President 
PHILIP SBROLLA 
Atlantic City, New J e rse y 
B.M. Music Ed. 
Newmon Club 
Chorus 
Adelphi, Vice President 
Marching Bond 
Rep . Bond 
Rep. Orchestra 
Student Recital 
Kappa Gamma Psi, Vice Pres. , 
Hou se Chairman, Pledge Moste r, 
Parl iamentarian 
RICHARD SCHRECK 
Waterloo, New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Phi Mu Alpha 
Adelphi 
Newman Club 
Bross Choir 
Rep . Band 
Lab . Bond 
Male Chorus 
Choir 
Chorus 
VINCENT SCAGLIONE 
Wadsworth , New York 
B.S. Bus. Mgt. 
Newman Club 
ALLAN SEE 
Ple asantville, New York 
B.F.A . Drama 
Theta Alpha Phi , Vice President 
Ithacan, Circulation Editor 
Major Drama Productions 
Campus Radio Theatre Shows 
Scampers 
Readers' Theatre 
Varsity Show 
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JOHN SENS 
Pittsford, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Basketball 
Base ball 
Soccer 
J .V. Baske tball 
Assistant Freshman Soccer Coach 
Basketball Official, N .A.A .B.O . 
Soccer Offici al , U.S .S .F.A . 
CLYDE SHAAK 
Myerstown , Pennsylvania 
B.S . Music Ed . 
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MARION G. SHEPP 
Waverly , Tenn essee 
B.S . Music Ed . 
Chorus 
Rep . Orche stro 
Lab . Band 
FRANK SIGNORELLI 
Niagara Falls , New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Football 
lntramurals 
CA RLEEN SKAWSKI 
Ithaca , New Yo rk 
B.S. Speech 
Varsity Chee rleader 
Scampe rs 
Frosh Frolic s 
Major Product io ns 
Dorm. Vice Pr esident, Presi de nt 
FRANCIS SPADARO 
Ithaca, Ne w Yark 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Football 
Wre stling 
Track 
New mon Club, Social Chairman 
EDMUND SPENARD 
New York, New Yor k 
B.S . Bus. Mg t. 
[ 
Koppa Psi Alpha , ,Pledge Moster, 
Social Chairman, House Chairman 
lnte rd e portme nt Baske tball , Capt . 
Bowling 
Softball 
Intramural Sports Association 
Track 
J . KENNETH SPENA RD 
New York , Ne w York 
B.S. Ph y. Ed . 
Freshma n Ba seball 
Fre shman Football 
Freshman Wrestling 
Va rsi ty Wrestl ing 
FRANCIS SPOLVERINO 
Maybrook , New York 
B.S . Music Ed . 
Kappa Gamm a Psi 
FRANK STANLEY 
Crown Point, N ew York 
B.F .A. Radio 
Intramural Basketball 
Intramural Bowling 
Scampers 
Ithacan 
Major Productions 
WITJ 
I. D.E.O . 
Newmon Club 
NANCY STEELE 
Morristown, New Jersey 
B.S. Speech 
One-Acts 
Radio Production s 
Ithacan, Poetry 
House Enterta inment Committee 
PAUL STEINER 
Lebanon, Pennsylvania 
B.S . Music Ed . 
Concert Bond 
Choir 
Men ' s Glee Club 
PETE SUTTON 
Buffa lo, N ew York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
I.D .E.O . 
Orchestra 
Scampers 
Coyugan 
Ithacan 
Ph i Mu Alpha 
JOHN SZYPULA 
Amsterdam, New York 
B.M. Music Theory 
Adelphi 
Kappa Gamma Psi , Se cre tory 
Scampers 
Head of Orchestration 
N e wmon Club 
Junior Class Show Music Dire ctor 
DORIS TEPER 
Albany, New York 
B.F.A . Drama 
Th e ta Alpha Ph i, Secretory 
Ithacan 
Major Drama Productions 
Read e rs ' Thea tre 
Scampe rs 
WITJ , Staff 
Wome n' s Editor 
Campus Radi o Th e atre 
Producti o ns 
LEO TEETER 
Ludlowvill e , N ew York 
B.S . Bus. Mgt . 
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BEVERLEY THORPE 
lt~aca, New York 
B.S. Sec . Science 
Adelphi 
Oracle 
W .C.C. Chairman 
Student Council 
Junior Prom Committe e 
Cayugan , Literary Editor 
Scampers, General Committee, 
Executive Secretory 
"Who's Who in Ame rican 
Colleges and Universities" 
Deon 's List 
Delta Phi Zeta , Chaplain 
Career Conference, 
Program Chairman 
" American Student Lead ers" 
JAMES TRIPP 
Millbrook, New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Choir 
Male Chorus 
Scampers 
" Down in the Volley " 
Kappa Gamma Psi 
Chorus 
Cayugan 
Civic Opera " Elijah " 
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JOHN TUCKER 
Coudersport, Penn sy lvania 
B.F.A. Drama 
Drama Major Productions 
Radio Major Productions 
TAP One-Acts 
I.D.E .O . 
Adelph i 
Theta Alpha Ph i 
Ithacan , Feature Editor 
Newmon Club 
"Who 's Who in America n 
Colleges and Universi tie s" 
Scampers 
Cayugan 
VINCENT TUTINO 
Brooklyn , New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Men ' s Glee Club 
Rep. Orchestra 
Lob . Bond 
Choir 
Phi Mu Alpha , Asst. House 
Manager, Social Chairman 
College Chorus 
MENC, Vice President 
Junior Class, Social Chair man 
I nterdeportment Sports Com-
mittee, Secretory 
DOROTHY TYO 
Massena , New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
W .A.A., Basketball Manager 
Newman Club, Corres. Secretary 
Ithaca City League Basketball 
Official 
Majors Club 
Girl Scout Leader 
National Rated Basketball Official 
House Treasurer 
ALBERT UHL , JR . 
Fishkill , New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Rep. Band 
Lob . Bond 
Lab . Orchestra 
Concert Band 
Scampers 
Opera Orchestra 
Phi Mu Alpha 
RICHARD UPDIKE 
Danby, New York 
B.S . Bus. Mgt. 
Intramural Basketball 
Intramural Softball 
Career Conference 
VICTOR VALACH 
Proctor, Vermont 
B.S . Phy. Ed . 
[ 
BE SSIE VAU G HN 
Ra ndo lph, New Yo rk 
S.S. Music Ed . 
Ma rch ing Band 
Ho use Preside nt an d V ice Pres. 
SA M VOLO 
Mo hawk, Ne w Yo r~ 
S.S. Phy. Ed. 
New mon Club 
Va rsity C lu b 
Boske t boll 
Foo t ball 
De lta Kap po , Corres . Secre to ry 
REBEC CA WALLER 
Staunton , Virginia 
S.S . Music Ed. 
" Dow n in the Vall e y" 
" Dev il ond Danie l Webste r" 
Lob . Orchestra 
Ch o rus 
Griffis Holl , Tre as ., Vice Pre s. 
Sigmo Alpha loto, Sgt.-at-Arms 
EUGENE WARNER 
North vill e, New Yo rk 
S .S. Bus. Ed . 
Ad e lph i 
Co y ugo n 
MARJORIE WATSON 
Madrid, New York 
S .S. Music Ed . 
Rep . Band 
Marching Bond 
Re p . Orchestra 
Lob . Bond 
"Le t's Make an Opera " 
CALVIN WEDDERBURN 
Brooklyn , N ew York 
S.S . Phy . Ed . 
DONALD WEEKS 
Harrisville, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Varsity Cross Country 
Varsity Track 
Varsity Soccer 
Varsity Club 
Delta Kappa 
Freshman Football 
Newman Club 
Intramural Basketball 
NANCY WEINBERG 
New York, New York 
B.S . Phy . Ed . 
I.D.E.O . 
Majors Club 
W .A.A . 
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ELIZABETH WELLS 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Music 
EDITH WILTSE 
Rochester, New York 
B.S . Speech 
Adelphi 
Modern Dance Club, Secretary 
Radio Productions 
Freshman One-Acts 
Drama Major Productions 
Frosh Frolics 
Scampers, Director , 
Choreographer 
ERIC WERNER 
New York, New York 
B.S . Bus. Mgt. 
Student Council , Vice President 
Kappa Psi Alpha, President 
Sophomore Class President 
Career Conference Chairman 
Cayugan, Business Manager 
lnterfraternity Council 
Intramural Basketball & Softball 
" American Student Leaders" 
"Who's Who in American 
Colleges and Universities" 
WARD WRIGHT 
Kent , New York 
B.F.A . Radio 
Radio-Dramatic Shows 
WITJ , Programs, Station Mgr. 
ROBERT WHEARTY 
Sea Cliff, L. I., New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Delta Kappa 
Varsity Club 
Soccer 
Track 
SALLY WYLES 
Lockport, New York 
B.S . Phy . Ed . 
Scampers 
Cheerleader 
Newman Club 
W .A.A . 
Majors Club 
Junior Weekend Prog ram Council 
Co-Chairman of Float Parade 
JOHN WILLSEY 
Norfolk, Virgin ia 
B.S. Bus . Ed . 
Kappa Psi Alph a 
Adelphi 
Oracle 
FRANCIS WEISS 
Ithaca , New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Ad elphi 
Soccer 
Baseball , Co -Captain 
Varsity Club 
Newman Club 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Majors Club 
[ 
GEORGE VARICK 
Canton, Oh io 
B.S. Lib . Arts 
Choir 
RO BERT YEAGER 
Binghamton , N ew York 
B.S. Ph y . Ed . 
HELEN YOHN 
Elmi ra He ights,_ New York 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Choir 
Sigma Alpha Iota, Corres. 
Secretory, Editor 
Opera 
GENEVIEVE ZAHRT 
Ithaca , New York 
B.S. Lib . Arts 
Coy ugon, Art Edi tor 
De lta Ph i Zeto, Pa tr oness 
HAROLD YOUNG 
Penn Yann , New. York 
B.S. Ph y. Ed . 
NAOMI ZINMAN 
Ja ckson He ights, L. I., New York 
B.S. Speech 
W .C.C., Vice Preside nt 
Major Productions 
Ithacan 
Junior Prom Committee 
DAVID YOUNG 
Rochester, N ew York 
B.S . Bus. Mgt. 
Intramural Basketba ll 
Bowling 
Softball 
Koppa Psi Alpha , Cha irma n, 
Snow Flurri es Dance Committee 
Scampers 
ROBERT DUNCAN 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Music Ed. 
Choir 
Mole Chorus 
"Le t's Make an Opera " 
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MAURICE OBERD ICK 
York, Pe nnsylvan ia 
B.S. Music Ed . 
Ph i Mu Alpha 
IRWIN ROSENSTEIN 
Albany, New York 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
F'hi Epsilon Kappa 
Co-Recreation 
Sports Circus 
Intramural Basketball 
Trophy Awards Committe e 
CAMERA SHY 
Derwent Angier, Loudonville, New York, B.S. Mus. Ed . 
FLOYD RUSSELL 
Ticonderoga, New Yo rk 
B.S. Phy . Ed . 
Freshman Football 
Fre shman Base ba ll 
Freshman Basketba ll 
J .V. Basketball 
Varsity Golf 
Varsity Soccer 
De lta Kappa, Treasu re r 
Manage r, Basketball Team 
Varsity Club, Treasurer 
Se nior Class Social Cha irman 
William Bradley, Ithaca, New York, B.S. Mus. Ed ., Brass Ensemble, Rep . Band, Lab 'Band. 
Louis Cassidy, Corning, New York, B.S. Bus. Mgt. 
Clarence Conz, Northampton, Massachusetts, B.S. Phy. Ed ., Delta Kappa . 
John Heslop, Newfield, New York, B.S. Acctg . 
John Norman, Geneva, New York, B.S., Bus. Mgt., Varsity Lacrosse, Soccer, Varstiy Club, 
Intramural Basketball, Bowling. 
Alfred Pisano, Auburn, New York , B.S. Phy. Ed ., Varsity Football , Varsity Club, Delta 
Kappa Sgt.-at-Arms. · 
Kenneth Roberts, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, B.M. Piano, Adelph i, Oracle Histor ian, 
Student Recitals, Kappa Gamma Psi, " Who's Who in American Universities and 
Colleges. 
Antonius Sabo, Whitehall, New York, B.S. Bus. Mgt., Intramural Softball, I.D .E.O ., Kappa 
Psi Alpha. 
Elio Tisa , Astoria, New York, B.S. Pt. , Pi Theta Phi, Photography Editor of Cayugan. 
JOHN RYAN 
Troy, Ne w Yo rk 
B.S. Phy. Ed . 
I ntra mu ral s 
Soccer 
Phi Epsi lo n Kappa 
Va rsi ty Club 
KENNETH SISSO N 
Voo rheesvi lle , New York 
B.S. Ph y. Ed. 
De lta Kappa 
Intramura l Basketba ll 
Int ramural Soft ba ll 
Fre shma n Baseball 
Majors Club 
[ 
ERIC LAWRENCE ALM 
Bell e Harbor, Ne w York 
S.S. Pt. 
Pi Theta Ph i, Corres. Secretary 
Intramural Bowl ing league 
ROSEMARIE ALM 
Belle Harbor, New York 
S.S . Pt. 
MATTHEW BRACCO 
Brooklyn, New York 
S.S. Pt. 
DONALD COTTON 
Elmira, New York 
S.S. Pt. 
Pi Theta Phi, Treasurer 
Adelphi, Treasurer 
Intramural Basketball 
Intramural Softball 
"Fizzio Follies" 
Banquet Chairman 
LELAND FISH 
Buffalo, New York 
S.S. Pt. 
Pi Theta Phi, Vice President 
Intramural Basketball & Softball 
Sophomore Class Officer 
JOHN FINDLAY 
North Tonawanda , New York 
S.S. Pt. 
Pi Theta Phi 
Student Council Representative 
Intramural Sports 
ETHEL FREY 
Island Park, New York 
S.S. Pt . 
Pi Theta Phi, Secretary 
" Fizzio Follies," Co.Ed itor 
Bowling 
W.A.A. 
House Treasurer 
I.D.E .O ., Treasurer 
ALBERT GARGIULO 
Jackson Heights, l. I., New York 
S.S . Pt. 
Pi Theta Phi 
I.D .E.O. 
Newman Club 
Intramural Sports 
Football Trainer 
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FRED HELLER 
Elmira, New York 
B.S. Pt. 
HELEN LEHN 
Port Jervis , New York 
B.S. Pt. 
Gamma Phi Delta 
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Old Brookville, l. I., New York 
B.S. Pt. 
Adelphi 
Pi Theta Phi 
Freshman Football 
Basketball 
Track Teams 
Intramural Basketball 
ALAN LEVENTHAL 
Brooklyn, New York 
B.S. Pt. 
Pi Theta Ph i, Pledgemast er 
Intramural Bowl ing 
Softball 
Oracle 
Editor-i n-Chief, " Fizzio Foll ies" 
Senior Representat ive 
GEORGE JESSUP 
Newfield, New York 
B.S . Pt. 
Adelphi 
Pi Theta Phi 
ISABELLE LEVINE 
Brooklyn, New York 
B.S. Pt . 
W.A .A. 
I.D.E.O . 
Bowl ing league 
Pi Theta Phi , Histor ion 
" Fizzio Follies" 
House Treasurer 
JOSEPH KAHN 
Brooklyn, New York 
B.S. Pt. 
Oracle 
I.D.E.O. 
Scampers 
Intramural Softball 
Basketball 
Bowling 
Cayugan, Art Director 
"Who's Who in American 
Colleges and Universities" 
WILLIAM LEVY 
Brooklyn, New York 
B.S. Pt. 
Endwell , New York 
,',1 .S. Pt. 
BARBARA PASTERNACK 
New York, New York 
B.S. Pt. 
NEIL NEWMAN 
It haca , New York 
B.S. Pt . 
Pi Theta Phi , Social Chairman 
Intramural Bowling 
Softball 
Basketball 
Intramural Sports Assoc iation , 
Treasurer 
" Fizzio Follies," Feature Wr iter 
Bowl ing League of I.S.A. , Sec . 
ERNEST POLLEY 
Margaretville, New York 
B.S. Pt. 
Pi Theta Phi, Sgt.-ot-Arms 
Banque t Chairman 
Intra murals 
CHARLES OLIVERI 
Accord, New York 
B.S. Pt . 
Pi Theta Phi , Pres ident 
lnterfroternity Council, President 
Student Council , Vice President 
Coyugon Stoff, Editor-i n-Chief 
I.D.E.O., Vice President 
"WhO's Who in American 
Colleges and Unive rsiti es" 
Adelphi 
Ithacan Stoff, Physio Reporter 
" Fizzio Follies," Co-Editor 
Newman Club 
Scampers 
STANLEY REGA 
Bronx, New York 
B.S . Pt. 
JAMES OWENS 
All e ntown, Pennsylvan ia 
B.S. Pt. 
Pi Theta Phi 
STEPHEN RICHARDSON 
Ithaca, New York 
B.S. Pt. 
Pi Theta Phi 
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LAWRENCE ROSENSWEET 
Brooklyn, New York 
B.S. Pt . 
Pi The ta Phi, Pledgemaster 
" Fizzio Follies/ ' Cartoonist, 
Mimeographer 
Intramural Baseball 
Intramural Basketball 
Art Committee, Junior Prom. 
ROBERT SCHAEFER 
Troy, New York 
B.S. Pt. 
Newman Club, President 
Varsity Club 
Oracle 
Adelph i 
Pi Theta Ph i 
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JOSEPH SICILIANO 
Westerly, Rhode Island 
B.S. Pt. 
Intramural league, Vice President 
Pi Theta Phi 
Junior Class Secretary-Treasurer 
JOSEPH STEPHEN 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. Pt . 
Hem pstead , New York 
B.S. Pt. 
W.A .A. 
w.c.c. 
Pi Theta Ph i 
Freshman House Rep . 
W illiams Hall , Treasurer 
MARILYN WORDIN 
Syracuse, New York 
B.S. Pt. 
I.D.E.O. 
Scampers 
Cayugan 
W .A.A. 
Pi The ta Phi 
PAUL ZIMMERMAN 
Wood Ridg e, New Jersey 
B.S. Pt. 
Pi The ta Ph i 
..... -
rttn 
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DIK GILMORE 
PORTRAIT S OF DI S TINCTION 
ITHACA COLLEGE PHOTOGRAPHER S 
Glossy Reproductions Application Pictures 
203 N. AURORA STREET 
ITHACA, N. Y . 
T EL. 2978 
CONGRATULATIONS TO CLASS OF '52 
ART CRAFT 
OF ITHACA, INC. 
"!]) rinters" 
Booklets • Business Forms • Publications 
Phone 2282 
312 E. Seneca Street 
Ithaca, New York 
OUR SINCERE BEST WIS H ES FOR GREAT SUCCESS IN 
WHATEVER UNDE RTAKING YOU MAY NOW 
GRADUATE TO 
• • • 
CORNER BOOK STORE 
11 0 N. TIOGA ST. 
" IN THE MIDDLE OF THE BLOCK" 
EARLE W. DeMOTTE, President 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE CLASS OF 1952 
C. J. RUMSEY & CO. 
ANTIQUES 
W. R. Hall's Bargain House 
Dealer in New and Used Furniture 
514-16 West State St. 
Lyle J . Hall 
Congratulations 
To 
The Class of 
1952 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Cortright Electric 
E. M. Rumsey & Son 
Washed Sand , Gravel and Crushed Stone 
Bulldozing, Excavating, Trenching and Grading 
TRANSIT MIX CONCRETE 
Telephone 2961 Ithaca , New York 
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MUSIC STORE 
• • • 
330 E. State St. Ithaca, N . Y. 
The Ice Cream Shoppe 
Sandwiches - Sodas - Hot Dogs 
l 06 N. Aurora St. Phone 2201 
CORNELL 
LAUNDRY and CLEANING 
CENTER 
• 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
ANGELO 
DRY CLEANERS 
Pressing and Alterations 
Ladies and Gents 
219 N. Aurora St . Phone 3731 
CONGRATULATIONS AND 
SINCERE WISHES 
TO THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 
1952 
SERVING ITHACA AND THE FINGER LAKES 
REGION FOR 69 CONSECUTIVE YEARS 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
+ I'fHACA, NEW YORK + 
----- ____ ___.. -----~--- ~- --·---· 
M~tU rlDUAL DtPOSIT INSUMN([ COUOMTION 
FltlkAL • klStkVl • Sl'ST,,,. 
COMMERCIAL BANKING TRUST DEPARTMENT 
COMPOUND INTEREST DEPARTMENT 
TRAVELLER'S CHECKS AND LETTERS OF CREDIT 
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES 
FUR STORAGE BULK STORAGE 
WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS 
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Carl C. and Robert B. Tallman 
Registered Architects 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
ARCHITECTS FOR NEW ANNEX 
AUTO BODY 
AND RADIATOR WORKS 
Complete Body, Paint 
and Glass Service 
224 S. Cayuga St. Tel. 2257 
MACK1S PHARMACY 
Shopping Plaza, Elmira Road 
"Your health service store" 
Experienced Prescriptionists 
Phone 2514 
Prescriptions called for and delivered 
Free Parking 
KLINE 1S PHARMACY 
Frank M. MacMurray, Propr . 
112-114 N. Aurora St. Phone 2613 
THE UNUSUAL DRUG STORE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
COSMETICS 
OUR SPECIAL TIES 
Super Size Milkshakes 
Regular Dinners Served 
THE PLAZA DAIRY BAR 
Open 7:00 A.M. · 11 :30 P.M. 
Congratulations 
To the Class ol ' 5 2 
BURNS RE-AL TY CO. 
Room 306 - First National Bank Building 
• 
"Serving lthacans Since 1914" 
ROCKlR RUG CllANlRS 
Rugs & Furniture 
Cleaned & Moth Proofed 
Complete Rug Repair Dept. 
Announces 
NEW RUG RETAIL DEPT. 
RUGS TAKEN IN TRADE 
WALL TO WALL & STAIRS 
INSTALLED 
305-07 W . Lincoln St. Dial 3-1448 
FINNEY MOTORS INC. 
" where service is not a sideline" 
CADILLAC 
OLDSMOBILE 
GENERAL TIRES 
210 S. CAYUGA ST. PHONE 2088 
" One of the Great Clothing Stores of the State" 
Best Wishes To The Class of 1 51 
~~SH~ 
CLOTH I NC .. FURNISHINGS 
QUALITY CLOTHING - FINE FURNISHINGS 
SPORTS APPAREL - SPORTING GOODS 
Compliments of 
C:OLLEliE SPA 
Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge 
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TOMPKINS COUNTY'S ONLY SAVINGS BANK 
◊ ◊ ◊ 
HEADQUARTERS FOR MORTGAGES IN ITHACA AND VICINITY 
◊ ◊ ◊ 
HOME OWNERSHIP COUNSELING SERVICE 
DIAGONALLY ACROSS FROM CITY HALL 
PHONE 2767 
Congratulations 
CLASS OF 1952 
from 
Ithaca's Industrial 
Good Neighbor 
M~rse Chain Company 
Division of Borg Warner 
Membe r : Federal Depos it In su rance Corporation 
WILLIAM T. PRITCHARD 
Dodge Brothers and Plymouth 
Motor Vehicles 
DODGE BROTHERS 
JOB-RATED TRUCKS 
304-6 S. Cayuga St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
Pratt's Flower Shop 
Say it with flowers 
214 East Seneca St. Phone 3471 
R. A. Heggie & Bro. Co. 
Jewelers 
136 E. State St. Ithaca , N. Y. 
LAWRENCE 
and 
BENJ. MOORE PAINTS 
IMPERIAL WALL PAPER 
VENETIAN BLINDS - WINDOW SHADE·S -
LINOLEUM - COUNTERTOPS - COVE BASE 
WORK 
(Installed by facto ry tra ined men ) 
BETTER 
2 16 N. Aurora St. 
• 
PAINT 
and 
WALLPAPER 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
• 
SERVICE 
Dial 2150 
Sanders and Polishers for Rent 
The Friendship and Cooperation 
Between Ithaca College and ... 
FM 
97.3 WHCU AM 870 
Good Luck to a Grand Class 
Congratulations 
Class of '52 
ALLANSONS INC. 
146 E. State St. 
CLUB 113 
Special Student Meal 
Every Noon and Night 
Tel. 2737 
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HAROLD FISH, ESSO SERVICE 
4-01 West Seneca St. 
Phone 3-2362 Ithaca, N. Y. 
Good Luck to the Class of 1952 
ITHACA FLOOR COVERING 
Armstrong Products 
406 E. State Street 
Ithaca, N. Y. Phone 2063 
ERi E J. Ml LLER 
Complete Service for All 
Makes of Cars 
A Safe Place to Buy Your 
Used Car 
DESOTO- PLYMOUTH 
SALES & SERVICE 
209-215 So. Cayuga St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
MIKE OF PINE TAVERN 
Wishes the Class of ' 52 
The Best of Luck 
FROZ-N-GOLD 
Luncheonette-Fountain 
ICE CREAM 
WHOLESALE and RETAIL 
433 N. Cayuga St. Phone 2810 
FLET CH ER' S 
Complete Cleaning and Pressing 
Service 
ASK ABOUT OUR 3 PRICE SERVICE 
Phone 2243 
Phone 2301 
205 N. Aurora St. 
l 03-5 Dryden Rd . 
PATTERSON'S 
SERVICE STATION 
MOBIL GAS AND OIL 
Corner Aurora and Buffalo Street 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Congratulations 
and 
Best Wishes 
BROOKS PHARMACY 
ITHACA 
SAVINGS 
& LOAN _____ _ 
Savings Plans Home Loans 
"The safety of yo1tr savings are insured up to $10,000 by the 
Federal Sav ings and l oan I nsnrance Corporation." 
CORNER STATE AND AURORA STS. 
CA YUGA MOTORS 
SALES CORP. 
Sales and Service 
OPPOSITE ITHACA HOTEL 
Compliments of 
J. C. PENNEY CO. 
State Street Ithaca, N. Y. 
127 E. Green St. Phone 2341 
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STAFFORD'S 
PLEASE DO NOT CONFUSE THIS WITH AN ORDINARY PLACE OF BUSINESS 
ON THE CAMPUS COR. SENECA and AURORA STS. 
Alumni Athletic Equip. Co. 
State Theater Bldg. Congratulations to 
CLASS OF 1952 
♦ 
Is the Student's Store SCHQQL~Y'S Inc. 
for Quality Jewelers 
Athletic and Recreatic;,n Equipment 
Diamonds - Watches - Silverware 
152 E. State St. Phone 2598 
BEN LIGHT JOE GLUCK 
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BEST WISHES 
to 
CLASS of '52 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
Congratulations 
To 
The Class ol 
1952 
♦ 
W. D. McELWEE & SONS 
FOREST HOME 
Phone 4-5183 
L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
YOUR OFFICIAL 
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY 
JEWELER 
BADGES - FAVORS - STEINS 
RINGS - TROPHIES 
Ithaca Office 
in 
ROTHSCHILD 'S MEN'S SHOP 
RAY ROBIN·SON 
COSENTINl'S 
217 E. State Street 
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LANGS GARAGE 
Home of 
STUDEBAKER SALES AND SERVICE 
America's Finest Cars & Trucks 
PHONE 2777 138 E. GREEN ST. 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 
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PHYSIO CRADUAT(S 
"The Bandmaster is the Short Wave 
Unit of my choice" 
A. GARMAN DINGWALL, Ph .T., Director 
• WHIRLPOOL BATHS 
• ULTRA VIOLET 
• INFRA RED 
• PARAFFIN BATHS 
• MUSCLE STIMULATORS 
• TABLES, ETC. 
WESTWOOD 
PHARMACAL CORP. 
1020 Main Street 
Buffalo, New York 
H. W. SCHLIENTZ 
Representative 
503 Bass Street 
Liverpool , N. Y. 
Best Wishes and Congratulations 
-
"T H E F I N E S T F O O D . . . G R A C I O U S L Y S E R V E D" 
You're Always Welcome! 
TO THE CLASS OF '5.'2: 
May your enterprise and initiative lead 
to success in the business world . We 
wish you the best of everything and 
we hope that when you revisit Ithaca, 
you' ll visit us, too! 
TO YOU OTHERS AT IC: 
We say (with some measure of pride) 
that we think you'll enjoy the fine cuisine 
and gracious service at the Lehigh Valley 
Hotel. 
Lehigh Valley Hotel 
810 W. Buffalo St. Phone 9140 
THE TOMPKINS COUNTY TRUST COMPANY 
110 N. Tioga Street 
• • • 
OFFERS TO THE FACULTY AND STUDENTS OF ITHACA COLLEGE 
EFFICIENT, PROMPT SERVICE AND 
COURTEOUS TREATMENT 
• • • 
l'vfember: Fed eral R esrrve Sys/ r m and Frd rral D r posit l nsuran cr C orporation 
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GEORGE _W SMITH 
Building Contractor 
GLASS 
PAINTS 
HARDWARE 
402 S. MEADOW ST. 31339 ITHACA 
DEAN OF ITHACA, INC. 
401 -9 E. State St. Telephone 4-0511 
Let us safely and reasonably solve your 
transportation problems 
Transportation De Luxe 
Modern Equipment 
Efficient and Courteous 
Operators 
Established 1908 
MOBILHEAT 
MASTERKRAFT BURNERS 
11Heat with Oi/11 
L. B. Townsend, Dist. 
801 Cascad illa St. 
"Every th ing lo, the 0 11,ce .. 
VANNATTA 
CO. INC. 
Office Equipment 
and 
Supplies 
• 
128 E. Seneca St. at Tioga 
Phone Ithaca 2915 
Phone 2147 
NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY 
for 
choicer 
meats and poultry 
ADDING MACHINE DIVISION 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 
The Public Market 
115 NORTH AURORA STREET ITHACA, NEW YORK 
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Norton's-
Ex_tends ! ! 
CONGRATULATIONS ,-JN D BES'J' Tf/ I SJ-11!,S 
to tli e 
SENIORS ON THE IR GR ,-JDU,1TION 
TO THE J UNIORS, S OPHONIO R ES Ii N D FRESHNIEN 
THEY EXTEND THE S ,-l!dE FRIENDLY SER V I CE FO R 
ALL YOUR PRINTI NG NEEDS-
ACROSS FROM THE STRAND THEATER 
Phone 4-1271 
Norton Printing Company 
Printer of the It hacan 
W e hope that you have enjoyed leafi ng th rough the 19 52 
CA YUGAN as much as we en joyed the part we played in 
assembling it. 
To YEARBOOK HOUSE: Thanks fo r your g uidance in 
showing us the way to p repare chis yearbook fo r Ithaca College. 
To Dr. Clarke : Our humble appreciation fo r your gentle 
hand when we had rough spots to overcome. 
And a 'thank you' to all who helped make th is year's 
CA YUGAN an actuality. 
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YEARBOOKS 
STYLED AND LITHOGRAPHED BY 
YEARBOOK HOUSE 
KANSAS CITY 6, MO. 
\ 
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